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PREFACE 
This is the sixth annual edition of the Seton Hall University FACT BOOK. It is intended 
to serve the routine statistical and informational needs of faculty, administration, staff, and 
alumni. The Planning Office has attempted to offer relevant information on the principal 
characteristics and strengths of Seton Hall University. In all areas, we have attempted to gather 
the current and most accurate data available. The sources used have been listed in a separate table 
in the appendix. Please notify the Planning Office if you are aware of any factual errors. You are 
encouraged to offer comments and suggestions for improvement of future editions and the 
expansion of reporting areas. 
Appreciation is extended to the many offices which have assisted in the research necessary 
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THE UNIVERSITY 
Section I - The University 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The spirit of Seton Hall University is that of St. Elizabeth Ann Seton, from whom the 
University takes both its heritage and its name. This Catholic institution of higher learning 
continues to fulfill its century-old challenge of discovering and unfolding with its learners the 
wondrous complexity of truths, both sacred and secular, and the moral values which they found. 
Seton Hall, the largest and oldest diocesan university in the United States, welcomes and educates 
men and women of all races, creeds and ethnic origins, from within and beyond the state of New 
Jersey. The University provides, through diversified yet integrated curricula, undergraduate and 
graduate degree programs in the arts, the sciences and the professions. In a supportive learning 
environment where religious commitment and academic freedom form a lasting partnership, the 
University prepares its students for effective and responsible participation and leadership in their 




Section 1 - The University 
A BRIEF HISTORY * 
The first bishop of Newark, James Roosevelt Bayley, founded Seton Hall in 1856, naming it 
after his aunt, Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton, a pioneer in the work of Catholic education and the 
first American-born saint. From its original enrollment of a handful of students, Seton Hall grew 
rapidly. During its first 12 years, the College had enrolled over 500 freshmen from 17 states and 
six foreign countries. 
Seton Hall has always reflected the growing ethnic scope of its students and the increasing 
diversity of the Church and society it has served. In the 19th century, in spite of setbacks, major 
fires, lean times and the Civil War years, the College continued to expand. By 1937, Seton Hall 
established a University College. This marked the first matriculation of women at Seton Hall. 
The University became fully coeducational in 1968. 
The years after the Second World War witnessed unprecedented growth for Seton Hall as it 
responded to the needs of thousands of veterans seeking higher education. The College was 
organized into a university in 1950, comprising the College of Arts and Sciences and the Schools 
of Business, Nursing and Education. The School of Law opened its doors in 1951. 
The next two decades saw the construction and modernization of a large number of facilities 
and the construction of the library, science building, residence halls and the student center. Many 
new programs and majors were inaugurated, as were important social outreach efforts. New ties 
were established with the private and industrial sectors, and a growing partnership developed with 
federal and state governments in creating programs for the economically and educationally 
disadvantaged. 
The 70' s and 80' s continued to be a time of growth and renewal. New business and nursing 
classroom buildings and an art center were opened. In 1984 the Immaculate Conception Seminary 
returned to Seton Hall, its original home until 1927, when it moved to Darlington. The recreation 
center was dedicated in 1987. With four new residence halls constructed between 1984-1988, 
Seton Hall now provides living space for approximately 2000 students. Recently established new 
programs in business , nursing , public service, medicine, pastoral theology, corporate and public 
communication, and other areas have kept our curriculum abreast of the needs of students into the 
1990s and beyond. 


























Section I - The University 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES* 
1856 - Founding - Seton Hall College opened at Madison, N.J. 
1860 - Purchase of the Elphinstone property in South Orange 
1861 - College incorporated by the State of New Jersey 
1862 - Awarding of the first A.B. Degree to Louis Edward Frith 
1863 - Chapel of Immaculate Conception cornerstone laid 
1863 - First intercollegiate baseball game against Fordham 
1864 - Corporate seal adopted 
1866 - Fire destroyed main building 
1867 - Construction of Presidents Hall 
1870 - Completion and dedication of Chapel 
1877 - Tuition reduced from $450 to $380 per annum 
1879 - Alumni Association organized 
1883 - Alumni Hall cornerstone laid - original building included a gymnasium, billiard hall, 
library, and theatre 
1886 - Fire once again destroys the main building of College 
1893 - Establishment of courses in military instruction 
1897 - Separation of Seton Hall Prep curriculum from College curriculum 
1898 - College erected a new library at a cost of $35,000, with a collection of 18,000 volumes 
1898 - State Departments of Education in New York and Rhode Island recognized Seton 
Hall's degrees 
" See Appendix, Note l. 
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Section 1 - The University 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES* 
(Continued) 
1903 - Seton Hall entered basketball team into intercollegiate competition 
1905 - First use of the current baseball field 
1909 - Fire destroyed old classroom and dorm buildings 
1910 - Mooney Hall opened 
1913  -  Bayley Hall erected, housed grammar school until 1926 
1922 - Sale of all land on north side of South Orange Avenue (farm) 
1923 - Arts & Science organized into departments, first courses in teacher training offered 
1924 - Setonian and yearbook began publication 
1926 - Offering of pre-medical program; now three curricula: Classical, Scientific, and 
Pre-Medical 
1927 - Seminary moves to Darlington 
1931 - The nickname, Pirates, given to the school after a 5-run, 9th inning rally brought a 
12-11 victory over Holy Cross, promting a local sports writer to say "That Seton Hall 
team is a gang of Pirates." 
1933 - Accreditation by Middle States Association 
1933 - Seton Hall joined Association of American Colleges and American Council on Higher 
Education 
1933 - All sports programs dropped (basketball returns in 1935) 
1933 - Benny Savage, a Jong-term employee on the Seton Hall farm, died leaving an 
insurance policy of $50,000 to Seton Hall, the first major bequest in the School's 
history 
1936 - First courses in accounting, finance, international trade, business law, electives 
• See Appep;dix, Note l. 
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Section 1 - The University 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES* 
(Continued) 
1937 - Founding of Brownson Debate Society 
1937 - Newark extension division opened, admitting women for the first time (Mary Grace 
Dougherty registered as first woman student) 
1937 - Jersey City Extension Division opened first summer session 
1938 - Bayley Seton League founded 
1939 - Construction of Walsh Auditorium began 
1939 - Cross country team won A.A. U. title 
1940 - First Nursing education courses 
1940 - Walsh Auditorium-Gymnasium opened 
1943 - M.A. in administration and supervision, and guidance offered; New Jersey C.P.A. 
Board approved business and accounting curriculum 
1946 - 94% of enrolled students were veterans 
1948 - WSOU/FM went on the air, the first collegiate operated radio station in the State of 
New Jersey 
1950 - Seton Hall College became Seton Hall University, after request to change status was 
granted by the New Jersey State Legislature. Four Schools are established: 
Arts & Sciences, Business, Education, Nursing 
1951 - School of Law founded, with Miriam Rooney as the first woman dean of law in the 
United States 
1951 - Swimming team won Eastern Collegiate Championship 
1952 - Boland Hall opened 
1952 - Andy Stanfield of the track team won first place for the United States at the Helsinki 
Olympics 
• See Appeodix, Note .2. 
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Section 1 - The University 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES * 
(Continued) 
1953 - Basketball team wins 27 consecutive games, and wins the National Invitational 
Tournament; Walter Dukes and Richie Regan named to All-American team. 
1954 - McNulty Hall opened 
1954 - Paterson College began as an extension branch of Seton Hall (operated until 1979) 
1955 - Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies established 
1955 - McLaughlin Library opened 
1956 - College of Medicine and Dentistry started; taken over by the State of New Jersey 
in 1964 
1962 - Bishop Dougherty Student Center opened 
1964 - Baseball team participated in the College World Series in Omaha, Nebraska for the first 
time 
1964 - First Ph.D. program offered in Chemistry 
1966 - Puerto Rican Institute established 
1968 - Humanities Building dedicated 
1968 - South Orange campus became fully coeducational 
1968 - Educational Opportunity Program established 
1970 - Center for African-American Studies (formerly the Center for Black Studies) 
inaugurated 
1971 - First Residence Hall for women opened on September 2 
1972 - Pub opened in Student Center 
1973 - Stillman Business School/Nursing College Complex dedicated on May 1 1  


























Section 1 - The University 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES* 
(Continued) 
1975 - Track and field team won both the indoor and the outdoor IC4A championships 
1975 - St. Elizabeth Ann Seton canonized in Rome 
1976 - New Law Center in Newark dedicated on May 3, with U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Thurgood Marshall as speaker 
1980 - Doctoral program in the School of Education inaugurated 
1980 - Governance of Seton Hall restructured, with a 25 member Board of Regents and a 13 
member Board of Trustees 
1980 - Richard J. Hughes Chair for Constitutional and Public Law and Service dedicated at 
the Law Center, with Gov. Brendan Byrne and former Gov. Hughes in attendance 
1981 - Educational affiliation agreement with the Peoples' Republic of China promulgated 
1983 - U.S. President Ronald Reagan receives an honorary degree, and addresses graduates 
at Commencement 
1984 - Immaculate Conception Seminary returns to South Orange from Darlington 
1985 - Seton Hall Preparatory School moves to West Orange 
1986 - A new residence hall opened on campus, Xavier Hall 
1987 - School of Graduate Medical Education established 
1987 - Seton Hall Preparatory School incorporates separately from the University 
1987 - Robert E. Brennan Recreation Center opened 
1987 - John M. Oesterreicher Endowment, Institute of Judaeo-Christian Studies 
1987 - Keating-Crawford Chair of Business Administration, Dr. William A. Stoever, 
Chairholder 
.1987 - Rev. Stanley Jaki received the Templeton Award 
• See Appendix, Note l. 
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Section I - The University 
HISTORICAL MILESTONES * 
(Continued) 
1988 - Cabrini, Serra, and Neumann Halls, student residences, opened on campus 
1989 - Gerety Hall, priests' residence, opened on campus 
1989 - Basketball team advanced to NCAA Final Four and finished in 2nd place 
1989 - First stage of Capital Campaign started 
1990 - Public announcement of five-year long, $100,000,000 Capital Campaign ($76,000,000 
in pledges, grants and donations, as of 1992) 
1991 - Parking Garage opened on South Orange campus 
1991 - New Law School building opened in Newark 
1992 - Groundbreaking for Walsh Library 










Section 1 - The University 
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• See Appendix, Note 3. 
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Section 1 - The University 
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l  
I  
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• See Appendix, Note 4. 
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" See Appeodix, Note 4. 
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Section 1 - The University 
BOARD OF REGENTS * 
(Continued) 
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Section 1 - The University 
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Section 1 - The University 
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Section 2 - Historical 
TarAL STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY ACADEMIC YEAR 
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WINTER 
- - . - . 
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- . ------ - .  -----· - -  - .  ---- - ---- - - 
- - . - - . - . .  
0  ·-·-··«···-·1--==t---t----+--�t----+-----lf----+-----lf----l 
1981-82 1992-83 1983·84 1984·96 1986·86 1886-87 1987-88 1988-88 1989-90 1990-91 1981-92 
Academic Year 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 3,622 10,175 0 9,378 23, 175 
1982-83 3,446 9,736 0 9,127 22,309 
1983-84 3,362 9,324 169 8,720 21,575 
1984-85 3,215 8,983 286 8,676 21 , 160 
1985-86 3,357 8,906 348 8,550 2 1 , 16 1  
1986-87 3,891 8,798 446 8,164 21,299 
1987-88 3,401 8,866 469 8,259 20,995 
1988-89 3,403 8,859 476 8,662 21 ,400 
1989-90 3,609 9,250 504 8,928 22,291 
1990-91 3,562 9,409 566 8,962 22,499 
1991-92 3,644 9,729 780 9,302 23,455 
• See Appeodix, Note 6. 
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YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT BY ACADEMIC YEAR 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
Section 2 - Historical 
1981-82 2,233 6,667 0 6,233 15,133 
1982-83 2,177 6,312 0 5,919 14,408 
1983-84 2,085 5,959 169 5,580 13,793 
1984-85 1,971 5,613 273 5,378 13,235 
1985-86 2,008 5,337 329 5,067 12,741 
1986-87 2,138 5 ,1 12 435 4,691 12,376 
1987-88 1,953 5,136 463 4,750 12,302 
1988-89 1,952 5,130 475 4,956 12,513 
1989-90 2,073 5,333 467 5,135 13,008 
1990-91 2,004 5,415 482 5,056 12,957 
1991-92 2,009 5,454 637 5,180 13,280 











Section 2 - Historical 
GRADUATE ENROLLMENT BY ACADEMIC YEAR 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
FALL 
SPRING 
. · - - - - - - · - - - - - - · ·  
/'- 
.,..,. .,,.  ' ,  ....._  �UMMER 
/ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - �  
- - - - - - - . - - -  
··•·•·· •..•...•.....•.•.•..•..•..•..• WINTER 
1!181·82 1982·83 1983·84 1984-86 1986·98 1988·87 1987·88 1988·89 1999·90 1990·91 1991-92 
Academic Year 
23 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 1,045 2,305 0 2,019 5,369 
1982-83 898 2,223 0 2,074 5,195 
1983-84 931 2,184 0 2,013 5,128 
1984-85 919 2,183 13 2,151 5,266 
1985-86 1,010 2,348 19 2,318 5,695 
1986-87 1,420 2,457 1 1  2,304 6,192 
1987-88 1,098 2,445 6 2,278 5,827 
1988-89 1,034 2,485 1 2,488 6,008 
1989-90 1, 121 2,681 37 2,605 6,444 
1990-91 1, 185 2,793 84 2,757 6,819 
1991-92 1,227 3,020 143 2,886 7,276 
• See Appendix, Nole 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
LAW SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY ACADEMIC YEAR 
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1881·82 1982·83 1983·84 H184·86 1986·88 1986,-87 1997·88 1888·88 1989·90 1990-81 1891·92 
Academic Year 
SUMMER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - ·  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
200 
400 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 344 1,203 0 1 ,126 2,673 � 
1982-83 371 1,201 0 1 ,  134 2,706 
1983-84 346 r ,  181  0 1,127 2,654 
;, 
% 
1984-85 325 l, 187 0 1,147 2,659 
i 
J 
1985-86 339 1,221 0 1, 165 2,725 "' 
1986-87 333 1,229 
} 
0 1 ,169 2,731 ! 
1987-88 350 1,285 0 - 1,231 2,866 ;ii 
1988-89 417 1,244 0 1 ,218  2,879 
1989-90 415 1,236 0 1, 188 2,839 
1990-91 373 1,201 0 1,149 2,723 
1991-92 408 1,255 0 1,236 2,899 
� 
• See Appendix, Nole 6. 
Section 2 - Historical 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY FALL SEMESTER 
1981 to 1991 * 
25 
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Section 2 - Historical 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
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Section 2 - Historical 
GRADUATE & LAW SCHOOL STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
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• See Appeadix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - ALL SCHOOLS 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Undergraduates 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 5,691 976 6,667 5,312 921 6,233 
1982-83 5,346 966 6,312 4,918 1,001 5,919 
1983-84 4,977 982 5,959 4,638 942 5,580 
1984-85 4,757 856 5,613 4,507 871 5,378 
1985-86 4,508 829 5,337 4,200 867 5,067 
1986-87 4,239 873 5 ,112  3,879 812 4,691 
1987-88 4,219 917 5,136 3,917 833 4,750 
1988-89 4,284 846 5,130 4,033 923 4,956 
1989-90 4,420 913 5,333 4,153 982 5,135 
1990-91 4,473 942 5,415 4,204 852 5,056 
1991-92 4,442 1,012 5,454 4,159 1,021 5,180 
Grad11,ate.s. 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
�- 
1981-82 · 424 1,881 2,305 361 1,658 2,019 
1982-83 391 1,832 2,223 343 1,731 2,074 
1983-84 347 1,837 2,184 280 1,733 2,013 
1984-85 385 1,798 2,183 336 1,815 2,151 
1985-86 414 . 1,934 2,348 352 1,966 2,318 
1986-87 420 2,037 2,457 372 1,932 2,304 
1987-88 426 2,019 2,445 368 1,910 2,278 
1988-89 372 2, 113 2,485 376 2, 1 12 2,488 
1989-90 408 2,273 2,681 410 2,195 2,605 
1990-91 438 2,355 2,793 427 2,330 2,757 
1991-92 510 2,510 3,020 514 2,372 2,886 
• See Appet1dix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - ALL SCHOOLS 
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• See Appendix. Nole 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - ARTS & SCIENCE 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Undergraduates 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 2,851 253 3,104 2,649 238 2,887 
1982-83 2,801 245 3,046 2,510 245 2,755 
1983-84 2,612 252 2,864 2,382 234 2,616 
1984-85 2,488 214 2,702 2,287 224 2,511 
1985-86 2,423 222 2,645 2,224 221 2,445 
1986-87 2,377 227 2,604 2,156 221 2,377 
1987-88 2,546 233 2,779 2,355 234 2,589 
1988-89 2,807 202 3,009 2,628 215 2,843 
1989-90 3,006 201 3,207 2,732 220 2,952 
1990-91 3,045 202 3,247 2,791 218 3,009 
1991-92 3,039 263 3,302 2,820 282 3,102 
Graduates. 
FALL · SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 62 274 336 58 248 306 
1982-83 67 254 321 61 229 290 
1983-84 58 227 285 46 223 269 
1984-85 47 218 265 51  205 256 
1985-86 58 193 251 45 213 258 
1986-87 49 222 271 56 199 255 
1987-88 60 199 259 59 183 242 
1988-89 54 208 262 55 187 242 
1989-90 66 215 281 62 229 291 
1990-91 75 303 378 70 326 396 
1991-92 108 380 488 96 376 472 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - ARI'S & SCIENCE 
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• See Appmdix, Nole 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - BUSINESS 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Underiraduates 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 1,944 254 2,198 1,831 248 2,079 
1982-83 1,778 249 2,027 1,692 267 1,959 
1983-84 1,664 251 1,915 1,606 257 1,863 
1984-85 1,628 238 1,866 1,536 233 1,769 
1985-86 1 ,513 250 1,763 1,432 256 1,688 
1986-87 1,348 230 1,578 1,251 236 1,487 
1987-88 1,197 223 1,420 1,144 208 1,352 
1988-89 1,079 214 1,293 1,028 219 1,247 
1989-90 1,012 194 1,206 1,049 188 1,237 
1990-91 996 197 1,193 1,000 181 1, 181 
1991-92 944 191 1,135 902 196 1,098 
Graduates 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 83 744 827 81 651 732 
1982-83 79 764 843 71 745 816 
1983-84 61 790 851 66 730 796 
1984-85 77 741 818 76 762 838 
1985-86 87 785 872 92 765 857 
1986-87 90 843 933 87 796 883 
1987-88 92 880 972 80 825 905 
1988-89 88 843 931 93 765 858 
1989-90 83 783 866 86 764 850 
1990-91 91 766 857 85 713 798 
1991-92 85 703 788 82 665 747 
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l!'(j GRADUATE FALL O GRADUATE SPRING 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - EDUCATION 
by Full- Time and Part-Time Status * 
Undergraduate 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 360 30 390 343 35 378 
1982-83 312 28 340 276 29 305 
1983-84 246 30 276 236 24 260 
1984-85 232 17 249 209 19 228 
1985-86 224 13 237 219 20 239 
1986-87 224 19 243 208 24 232 
1987-88 245 14 259 222 21 243 
1988-89 225 24 249 214 25 239 
1989-90 243 17 260 233 24 257 
1990-91 264 34 298 258 24 282 
1991-92 276 23 299 272 27 299 
Graduate 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
· 1981-82 179 581 760 178 533 711 
1982-83 156 531 687 147 510 657 
1983-84 139 544 683 116 533 649 
1984-85 101 520 621 100 489 589 
1985-86 94 503 597 90 507 597 
1986-87 102 508 610 95 504 599 
1987-88 108 509 617 104 521 625 
1988-89 78 553 631 90 555 645 
1989-90 1 15  574 689 132 591 723 
1990-91 126 615 741 124 611 735 
199i-92 126 604 730 145 591 736 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
UNDERGRADUATES 
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• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - NURSING 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Undergraduates 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 522 103 625 478 114 592 
1982-83 439 123 562 429 121 550 
1983-84 447 99 546 405 98 503 
1984-85 397 89 486 364 85 449 
1985-86 332 90 422 317 80 397 
1986-87 280 83 363 256 70 326 
1987-88 220 68 288 190 66 256 
1988-89 165 69 234 159 66 225 
1989-90 150 83 233 132 93 225 
1990-91 156 100 256 150 87 237 
1991-92 170 120 290 153 125 278 
Graduates 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 86 77 163 40 80 120 
1982-83 78 88 166 59 70 129 
1983-84 75 101 176 43 91 134 
1984-85 69 84 153 39 88 127 
1985-86 72 107 179 33 97 130 
1986-87 58 118 176 30 105 135 
1987-88 45 104 149 23 95 118 
1988-89 32 99 131 23 94 117 
1989-90 27 88 115 25 89 114 
1990-91 25 1 13  138 22 121 143 
1991-92 22 132 154 28 152 180 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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• See Appeodix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT-NON MATRICULATED 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Underfraduate 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 14 336 350 11 286 297 
1982-83 16 321 337 1 1  339 350 
1983-84 8 350 358 9 329 338 
1984-85 12 298 310 1 1 1  310 421 
1985-86 16 254 270 8 290 298 
1986-87 10 314 324 8 261 269 
1987-88 1 1  379 390 6 304 310 
1988-89 8 337 345 4 398 402 
1989-90 9 418 427 7 457 464 
1990-91 12 409 421 5 342 347 
1991-92 13 415 428 12 391 403 
Graduate 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 14 205 219 4 146 150 
1982-83 11 195 206 5 177 182 
1983-84 14 175 189 9 156 165 
1984-85 10 182 192 4 191 195 
1985-86 27 267 294 24 306 330 
1986-87 30 279 309 22 262 284 
1987-88 21 266 287 15 202 217 
1988-89 20 323 343 15 440 455 
1989-90 12 532 544 7 443 450 
1990-91 20 465 485 14 484 498 
1991-92 42 614 656 28 522 550 
• See Appendix, Note 6 . 
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FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT-NON MATRICULATED 
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• See Appeodix, No<e 6. 
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FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - THEOLOGY 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Graduates 
FALL SPRING 




1984-85 81 53 134 66 80 146 
1985-86 76 79 155 68 78 146 
1986-87 91  67 158 82 66 148 
1987-88 100 61 161 87 84 171 
1988-89 100 87 187 100 71 171 
1989-90 105 81 186 98 79 177 
1990-91 101 93 194 112 75 187 
1991-92 127 77 204 135 66 201 
GRADUATES 
1881-82 1882·83 1983-84 1884·86 Hl86·88 1888·87 1887-88 1808-88 1888-80 1880·81 1881·82 
Academic Year 
i!!I GRADUATE FALL O GRADUATE SPRING 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
Section 2 - Historical 
FALL & SPRING ENROLLMENT - LAW SCHOOL 
by Full-Time and Part-Time Status * 
Law Students 
FALL SPRING 
YEAR Full Part Total Full Part Total 
1981-82 745 458 1,203 706 420 1,126 
1982-83 762 439 1,201 726 408 1,134 
1983-84 745 436 1 ,  181 732 395 1,127 
1984-85 757 430 1, 187 753 394 1,147 
1985-86 771 450 1,221 755 410 1, 165 
1986-87 769 460 1,229 747 422 1,169 
1987-88 821 464 1,285 801 430 1,231 
1988-89 805 439 1,244 804 414 1,218 
1989-90 817 419 1,236 796 392 1,188 
1990-91 797 404 1,201 782 367 1,149 










1981·82 1882·83 1993-04 1984-86 1986·86 1986-87 1987·88 1988·89 1989-90 1990-91 1881-92 
Academic Year 
1 1!!!  LAW FALL O LAW SPRING I 
• See Appeedix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS BY COLLEGE & MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
College ofArts & Science 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Arts & Humanities 
Advertising Art 0 0 0 0 0 26 23 30 38 36 41 
Applied Music 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 I 3 5 
Art & Music 0 0 0 0 0 I 14 7 3 2 0 
Art Education 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Art History 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 12 14 13 16 
Classical Studies 4 2 4 3 5 3 2 2 3 4 3 
Communications 566 528 465 461 41 1  433 414 376 402 400 423 
English 126 )53 131 124 124 120 136 147 140 140 180 
Fine Arts 48 48 45 42 42 3 4 10 1 1  8  8  
French 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 1 2 3 
Italian 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Liberal Studies 0 0 0 4 12 7 5 7 13 14 22 
Modem Languages 50 43 39 31 34 22 31 33 22 23 18 
Music Education 0 0 0 0 0 3 I 0 I 0 I 
Music History 0 0 0 0 0 I I 3 3 3 3 
Philosophy 13 19 17 16 5 31 16 1 1  9  1 1  13 
Religious Studies 25 21 14 15 18 10 17 20 13 17 19 
Spanish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 2 2 7 
Undecided Arts 679 597 631 631 628 688 837 1,061 1,188 1,186 1,085 
17�!�?1 �� ''"f"'Sft�iJ.f.1':41t'.:l:t'l�Z,f;j'1:7'�ti219"',,'};}Sii'.l'.:"1l:SU9:Th�'11'724"-Wl"So4\'o/1�8liS'.i'V.t:fSlJ91 : .. ,J:-.,_.. ,,./': .. , !.),· -::-;). :,�-;- -_, .;}·:. ', \' �r:_.\l . ·'· -. '·'/ · . · J'.,: "·�· :,:, ,·,��t' ''t·'-' :.p;v,1 .. .», ,""f.'··t .·-,t(,...·:,�!:,;t �-'il 
\: . .  \l,,of Coloma,Total •. -,\;; ,"'."-. ', 22. 7.'il>' · \, 22'4 % ::t;.22.6%,,::1:23.6%: ., ,; 24.0% ,,.,26 .S \I,'.\:- 29:4 'io0'a.33 ;6 % ;;,,,-3S:O<J.,'.\-34 ;4 %','t33:9%1 
ocial & Behav' cience 
African/ American Stds 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
American Studies 5 5 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Anthropology 6 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Asian Area Studies 17 18 15 15 26 23 19 13 18 19 12 
Criminal Justice 219 211 186 184 165 160 155 170 192 198 218 
Economics 37 54 57 43 36 29 38 47 54 52 45 
History 117 93 75 56 74 75 95 100 93 99 102 
Political Science 367 386 350 314 283 259 265 264 285 296 298 
Psychology 219 215 175 176 189 178 216 248 253 267 274 
Social Work 86 60 42 35 42 37 18 22 18 22 32 
Social/Behav 'I Science 4 5 12 5 7 5 4 2 3 2 5 
Sociology 39 29 23 19 16 22 25 21 25 25 23 
":' SO�a".Yi 'il'EHX'V ;'SCIT. • t;"Hif J ·r;084 'ifFff<lf'':f,;::ssf :·,r·:· 840',:; ,-: 139;,:::;"SJ's:n�? 881?;��942 ".}�·9szc'..".'l'"i1t11 
''';,�1c�.;;;;;:+:iw · -'-: .: 
_·.,. ,, , .. ,·<·.· _ ··--,.;,;;,v"� ,�,,,·--::� •.. � , � ·  . · ·  ·. � , ,  ,  .•·•·1" 1·,-.,.:> , 'if<'' . . . .  ''\ , ,,, 
. 16;8%<: 17.2%'''.;'15.8%\{J'.S.2% ·15.7% 15.4%· 16.3%,:)17.3% .,;_;i7.7% .- :18.1% '18.S'il>i 
• See Appeodix, Note 6. 
Section 2 - Historical 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS BY COLLEGE & MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
Fall foll Fall fall fall fall fall fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Biology 288 276 257 239 248 227 207 190 195 203 230 
Chemistry (ACS) 0 0 0 0 0 37 18 15 17 IO 15 
Chemistry (NON-ACS) 54 77 76 68 79 30 42 30 28 32 27 
Computer Science 37 106 155 136 I I I  80 68 64 47 53 48 
Mathematics 38 39 40 41 37 34 34 25 28 28 32 
Medical Technology 2 5 9 4 4 5 3 0 0 0 
Natural Sciences 0 I I 0 5 4 I 2 I I 0 
Nuclear Medical Tech 0 0 0 1 2 5 3 3 2 0 0 
Physics II II 12 13 13 15 23 26 25 21 21 
Undecided Science 44 36 27 22 27 22 36 43 58 52 69 
�m!W!��7 i:;.,?7oi;?,f551�'f5?J"-:·c524•·:rs26'f7llS9i!\�4.15T?p,!>9�; 401;t:400}�'"��2; . :r7,l'Ji>,i"". 8;7%K: ... 9.7% . . .  9.3% ... J',9,9% \·.,., 9,0% , . · 8.5%.,,�.::,7.8%•,.,,,.7 . .Sllid, .  7.49'··'"··8.1 %, 
School Qf Business 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Full 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Accounting 779 691 622 601 564 461 377 331 312 341 368 
Businesss Bound O O O O O 48 96 80 42 46 167 
Economics 36 29 25 25 24 25 26 25 18 · 24 21 
Finance 118 114 136 163 191 197 219 218 195 187 179 
Marketing 344 317 271 244 252 240 196 179 193 150 160 
Mgt & Indust'I Relations 353 315 250 257 234 197 171 151 135 123 127 
Mgt Information System 184 229 257 240 191 118 105 70 63 59 65 
Undecided Business 384 332 354 336 307 292 230 239 248 263 48 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS .BY COLLEGE & MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
College of Education & Human Services 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Dvlpmnt' I Disord - Ele 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 8 15 49 
Dvlpmnt'l Disord - Sec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Elementary Education 233 203 169 152 146 149 169 152 158 171 155 
ESL Institute 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 
Health Ed/Phys Ed/Rec 75 66 66 51 44 44 39 40 28 21 27 
Secondary Education 82 71 41 45 45 49 51 56 66 76 64 
Undecided Education 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
�,1� i!?}�f�.:�;�f; ;;t\�·f";�i�·>i�f ]! ?tJ!\.Sif;�'?.:41::; :; 259, '". :,249,,f!J\>260,·•J· 298 •i)'l:299) · 's.0% :, ;,'-1.9%°: " 4.94('. 's.si'. , 'sJ;1 
College of Nursing 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Nursing 
Pre-Nursing 
618 545 521 463 407 333 260 225 230 256 290 
7 17 25 23 15 30 28 9 3 0 0 
ESL Program O O O O O O O O O O 14 
Non-Matriculated 350 337 358 310 270 324 390 344 427 421 414 




Section 2 - Historical 
GRADUATE STUDENTS BY COLLEGE & MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
Colle�e ofArts & Science 
� I �  �I �I NI Fall NI FaU M �II FaU 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
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School of Business 
Fall F.all Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Accounting 63 46 57 41 47 39 43 42 53 51 47 
Economics 4 10 4 3 II 1 1  lO 10 9 8 2 
Finance 251 273 249 270 275 328 356 357 320 303 258 
Marketing 128 101 103 81 86 98 110 11 l  119 116 114 
Mgt & lndust'I Relations 191 1 1 8  79 53 40 51 75 70 58 58 59 
Mgt lnfqrmation System 15 42 57 59 64 SI 91 83 76 83 so 
Quantitative Ananlysis 17 16 12 8 3 4 5 7 14 14 15 
Taxation 0 44 86 1 1 7  142 132 135 134 121 107 112 
Undecided Business 158 193 204 186 204 189 147 117 96 117 IOI 
:i�ic�r:,ri��fr;�\tJ/\Sit: ;'j}s�!Yf ;9:9; 1;;39�{l . - .  818 872 
. , 933- :: 972 931 '· 866-',· SST >·(7881 
.. ,.,.' . ' . · ·  '.',\• . . , ·),;, . '·'l.·" .\�:;;:., 'j 
·37.5'1! '37.1%' . 38.0'1!- - "39.8%· - 37.5'1! ·. ,- 321%'- -  30.7'11Fc""26:l 'l!'i 
• See Appe11dix, Note 6. 
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GRADUATE STUDENTS BY COLLEGE & MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
College ofEducation & Human Services 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Child Clinical Psych 1 2 3 4 
Counseling Psychology 392 378 364 329 
Counselor Preparation 0 0 0 0 
Educ Admin & Supervsn 0 0 0 0 
Elem-Sec Administration 186 155 169 165 
Elementary Education 24 15 11 7 
Gen Professional Ed 66 46 61 66 
Higher Education 0 0 0 0 
Marriage and Family 0 0 0 0 
Psychological Studies 0 0 0 0 
Rehab. Counseling 0 0 0 0 
School & Comm Psych 0 0 0 0 
Secondary Education 85 89 74 48 
Student Personnel Svcs 0 0 0 0 
Undecided Education 6 2 I 2 
EDUCATION ··"''f<'t,; ·,:;c,: · ·"''760 ,',' · 687 •... • 683 · s 621 


















62 60 60 58 61 
80 75 82 77 81 
38 47 51 63 70 
0 0 0 0 
113 104 93 104 109 
19 19 20 23 16 
91 126 124 140 139 
26 27 32 28 21 
108 97 114 126 1 1 1  
31 32 39 47 44 
9 5 3 I 0 
28 28 23 24 21 
12 13 39 36 44 
5 5 9 14 13 
0 0 0 0 0 
623 · .. 638 ·..;.:,689 ;,.>, 741 ·• ·.,,730: 
': is.s%.; is:1i'.;;isJ<i{i6.s-i/24:i%) 
College of Nursing 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
0 0 0 0 0 25 
0 0 0 0 0 7 
0 0 0 0 1 17 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 11 
0 0 0 0 0 26 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 44 
162 166 176 153 177 28 
163 • 166 · · 176 153 179 176 
, ' .'  , , .  
:'T.1%' .,,. . 7.5%l ·, 8.1%: .. 7.0% 7.6% 7.2% 
149 . 131 







19 26 33 
14 13 13 
6 6 2 
12 19 26 
0 10 16 
0 3 6 
12 9 5 
19 13 1 1  
0  I  0 
32 34 40 
I 4 2 
. .  115 138 154, 











18 0 0 0 0 0 Clinical Spec.; Adult 
Clinical Spec.; Aged 
Clinical Spec.; Child 
Clinical Spec.; Children 
Critical Care Adult 
Critical Care Child 





• See Appendix, Note 6, 
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Section 2 - Historical 
GRADUATE STUDENTS BY COLLEGE & MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
School of Theology 
� � I � � � �  �I �II �I �II �I 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Biblical Studies 1 5 5 10 10 13 13 9 
Catechetical Ministry 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 5 
Christian Ethics 3 1 1 0 1 I 1 2 
Church Management 0 0 10 10 8 7 4 2 
Divinity 12 9 10 12 8 7 7 4 
Divinity (Seminarian) 76 74 83 85 100 98 91 95 
Health Care Ministry 6 5 7 7 4 3 2 I 
Liturgical Ministry 2 6 5 5 5 3 8 8 
Ministry Spiritual Dir. 6 7 3 6 7 7 5 9 
Non-Matric (Seminary) 0 0 7 4 28 33 46 56 
Non-Matric (Theology) 17 39 17 lO 0 0 0 0 
Public Administration 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 
Systematic Theology 4 4 6 5 9 6 4 8 
Undecided Theology 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Youth Ministry 3 5 3 6 7 6 6 
rmoL �1;;· ��t;.�A',j,f�r:�,�· 
.�,al,.!;oliimiiit 
I 
:G.¥1>_,. • }J,,�TJ!iS.,,J:,,il\:i_·;_t<i; . JJO.S f,; i,223i,if ,18,4\· .. �,183:: ,·2,348:: ·• 2;457/i 2,445,t�,485: ·:. �,681;:< ·2/1�3,.\ ;: 3,0�0i 
oor .. rrom Preoous Year.·, , / .·, }{:4�,_:/i2'. �::'.(82) \1t�,:, (39)( . .-(f(},-{1);·· . -.'} 165-'.\'::.,_:;::'t09�.�S;-'.i�(l2>i; ;\;/40i·•:})i196kt,.,�iuii�}h·:211,� 
• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS BY MAJOR 
Fall 1981 to Fall 1991 * 
School ofLaw 
M M  M M  M M  � I M M  M M  




• See Appendix, Note 6. 
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TOTAL COURSE CREDIT HOURS BY ACADEMIC YEAR 










20000 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SUMMER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
.  •  •. • ••..•..• .• .•. •. .. ......• ... • . • • • • . . • . .  ······- .•..• . . .... .... .. . .. . . . .... . ......••... WINTER 
1981·82 1982·83 1983·94 1994·86 1986·96 1986-87 1987·88 1888-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991·92 
Academic Year 
YEAR SUi\li\lER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 18, 179 124,061 0 115,489 257,729 
1982-83 17,219 119,329 0 110,869 247,417 
1983-84 15,788 112,751 429 104,655 233,623 
1984-85 14,775 106,618 825 100,428 222,646 
1985-86 14,492 105,726 907 95,583 216,708 
1986-87 17,083 99,503 1,268 92,025 209,879 
1987-88 15,663 100, 179 1 ,319 92,772 209,933 
1988-89 15,047 98,251 1,312 94, 125 208,735 
1989-90 16, 142 101,252 1,379 96,579 215,352 
1990-91 16,108 103,231 1,576 97,928 218,843 
1991-92 16,629 105,048 2,196 99,536 223,409 
• See Appendix, Note 7. 
� 
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Section 2 - Historical 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE CREDIT HOURS 











· - · · · ·  ·  ·  · · -  ·  -  · · ·  
· · - - - - - - - · · · · · · · · ·  
SPRING 
10000 
- - - - - - -  SUMMER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
WINTER 
o +---+·-···-··· .. ··+--+---=·=· ·=·+'r·=-·=··=··=·-Fr-=··=·=c.c-·=··Fr·-=·=-·=··=·rF·-=·=·=·=-rF·=·=-·=··""·rF·-=·=··=·cci·r=·=·__c··-··--1·1 
H181·82 1982-83 1983·84 1984·86 1986·86 1988-87 1987·88 1988·89 1989·90 1990·91 1991·92 
Academic Year 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRIJ'IG TOTAL 
1981-82 12,432 95,618 0 90,132 198, 182 
1982-83 11,920 91,894 0 85,632 189,446 
1983-84 10,715 86,100 429 80,238 177,482 
1984-85 10,037 79,678 781 74,732 165,228 
19.85-86 9,673 77,597 847 68,956 157,073 
1986-87 10,500 69,785 1,235 64,094 145,614 
1987-88 9,693 69,650 1,307 64,509 145,159 
1988-89 9,566 68,891 l,312 65,420 145,189 
1989-90 10,347 71,167 l,265 67,410 150, 189 
1990-91 10, 129 72,582 1,315 67,867 151,893 
1991-92 10,334 72,380 l,764 67,536 152,014 
• See Appeudix, Note 7. 
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GRADUATE COURSE CREDIT HOURS 












� -  
,,  -  -  
,,  -  -  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � /  
SUMMER 
- - - -  
- - -  
- - - - - -  
WINTER 
1881·82 1982·63 1983·84 1984·86 1886-88 1988·87 1887-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-81 1991-92 
Academic Year 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 4,639 13,273 0 11,329 29,241 
1982-83 4,105 12,519 0 11,327 27,951 
1983-84 3,976 11,943 0 10,458 26,377 
1984-85 3,704 12, 177 44 11,477 27,402 
1985-86 3,805 12,991 60 12, 151 29,007 
1986-87 5,571 14,646 33 13,392 33,642 
1987-88 4,893 14,514 12 12,869 32,288 
1988-89 4,166 14,015 0 13,603 31,784 
1989-90 4,480 14,727 114 14,213 33,534 
1990-91 4,808 15,593 261 15,344 36,006 
1991-92 4,974 16,837 432 16, 115 38,358 
• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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LAW SCHOOL COURSE CREDIT HOURS 
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SUMMER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
1981·82 1982-83 1983·84 1984·86 1986-88 1988·87 1987-88 Hl88·88 1989·90 1990-91 1981-92 
Academic Year 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 1,108 15, 170 0 14,028 30,306 
1982-83 1 ,  194 14,916 0 13,910 30,020 
1983-84 1,097 14,708 0 13,959 ·29,764 
1984-85 1,034 14,763 0 14,219 30,016 
1985-86 1,014 15, 138 0 14,476 30,628 
1986-87 1,012 15,072 0 14,539 30,623 
1987-88 1,077 16,015 0 15,394 32,486 
1988-89 1 ,315 15,345 0 15,102 31,762 
1989-90 1,315 15,358 0 14,956 31,629 
1990-91 1, 171 15,056 0 14,717 30,944 
1991-92 1,321 15,831 0 15,885 33,037 
• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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• See Appeodix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE CREDIT HOURS 
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• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
GRADUATE & LAW SCHOOL COURSE CREDIT HOURS 
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• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - AIUS & SCIENCE 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
Undergraduates 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 7,578 64,830 0 59,559 131,967 
1982-83 7,684 62,018 0 56,969 126,671 
1983-84 6,748 58,746 384 54,522 120,400 
1984-85 6,478 55,054 667 50,040 112,239 
1985-86 5,683 54, 140 736 46,478 107,037 
1986-87 6,267 48,526 1, 181 44,162 100,136 
1987-88 6,545 50,813 1 ,  118 46,489 104,965 
1988-89 6,580 51,149 1,005 47,976 106,710 
1989-90 7,495 52,492 987 49,426 110,400 
1990-91 7,293 53,038 1,013 49,490 110,834 
1991-92 7,518 52,904 1,288 50,218 111,928 
Graduates 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 274 1,969 0 1,572 3,815 
1982-83 324 1,894 0 1,729 3,947 
1983-84 271 1,657 0 1,591 3,519 
1984-85 232 1,591 44 1,530 3,397 
1985-86 240 1,666 60 1,489 3,455 
1986-87 216 1,765 33 1,555 3,569 
1987-88 196 . 1,730 12 1,501 3,439 
1988-89 202 1,648 0 1,444 3,294 
1989-90 215 1,816 114 1,741 3,886 
1990-91 227 2,556 186 2,637 5,606 
1991-92 461 3,468 210 3,000 7,139 
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COURSE CREDIT HouRS - Ams & SCIENCE 
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• See Appeodix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - BUSINESS 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
Undergraduates 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 3,369 22,106 0 21 ,  168 46,643 
1982-83 2,886 22,218 0 20,364 45,468 
1983-84 2,955 20,023 45 18, 791 41,814 
1984-85 2,631 18,567 114 17,815 39,127 
1985-86 3,184 17,293 1 1 1  16,596 37,184 
1986-87 3,607 14,874 54 14,313 32,848 
1987-88 2,301 13,415 114 12,990 28,820 
1988-89 2,155 12,573 141 12,741 27,610 
1989-90 2,140 12,662 84 12,815 27,701 
1990-91 2,207 13,444 174 13,669 29,494 
1991-92 2,161 13,030 305 12,198 27,694 
Graduates 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 1,887 4,857 0 4,386 11 , 130 
1982-83 1,566 4,908 0 4,458 10,932 
1983-84 1,710 4,635 0 4,332 10,677 
1984-85 1,638 4,638 0 4,707 10,983 
1985-86 1,848 5,022 0 4,878 11,748 
1986-87 1,932 5,340 0 5,067 12,339 
1987-88 2,157 5,646 0 5,223 13,026 
1988-89 2,121 5,442 0 5,031 12,594 
1989-90 2,130 5,136 0 4,914 12, 180 
1990-91 2,259 5,197 48 4,749 12,253 
1991-92 2,190 4,704 189 4,602 11,685 
• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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COURSE CREDIT HOURS - BUSINESS 


















fi'J FALL O SPRING I 
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• See Appendix, Note 7. 
Academic Year 
fi'J FALL O SPRING I 
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Section 2 - Historical 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - EDUCATION 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
YEAR SUM;\IER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 1,161 4,638 0 4,863 10,662 
1982-83 1,082 4,077 0 4,173 9,332 
1983-84 735 3,609 0 3,287 7,631 
1984-85 646 2,761 0 3,017 6,424 
1985-86 478 2,933 0 2,469 5,880 
1986-87 477 3,393 0 2,710 6,580 
1987-88 702 2,923 75 2,748 6,448 
1988-89 669 2,902 1 15  2,623 6,309 
1989-90 561 3,595 184 3 , 1 14  7,454 
1990-91 471 3,479 128 2,727 6,805 
1991-92 483 4, 120 171 3,013 7,787 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 2,385 5,292 0 4,693 12,370 
1982-83 2,058 4,499 0 4,303 10,860 
1983-84 1,785 4,370 0 3,833 9,988 
1984-85 1,666 3,463 0 3,256 8,385 
1985-86 1,525 3,853 0 3,782 9,160 
1986-87 2,934 4,698 0 4,529 12, 161 
1987-88 2,032 4,512 0 3,933 10,477 
1988-89 1,359 4,245 0 4,521 10, 125 
1989-90 1,697 5,124 0 4,979 11 ,800 
1990-91 1,878 5,102 24 5,030 12,034 
1991-92 1,933 5,559 33 5,379 12,904 
"' See Appendix. Note 7. 
�! 
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COURSE CREDIT HOURS - EDUCATION 
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I WJ FALL EiJ SPRING 
• 
• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - NURSING 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
Undergraduate 
YEAR SUMMER FALL \VINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 192 3,526 0 3,952 7,670 
1982-83 166 3,131 0 3,712 7,009 
1983-84 171 3,314 0 3,295 6,780 
1984-85 175 2,863 0 3,569 6,607 
1985-86 243 2,959 0 3,096 6,298 
1986-87 16 2,637 0 2,581 5,234 
1987-88 0 2,253 0 1,950 4,203 
1988-89 0 1,829 51 1,669 3,549 
1989-90 9 1 ,818 3 1,527 3,357 
1990-91 44 2,082 0 1,512 3,638 
1991-92 71 1,796 0 1,713 3,580 
Graduate 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 93 1,155 0 678 1,926 
1982-83 157 1,218 0 837 2,212 
1983-84 210 1,281 0 702 2,193 
1984-85 168 1, 176 0 744 2,088 
1985-86 186 1,215 0 762 2,163 
1986-87 213 1,090 0 666 1,969 
1987-88 162 822 0 586 1,570 
1988-89 84 883 0 795 1,762 
1989-90 84 840 0 846 1,770 
1990-91 129 886 3 929 1,947 
1991-92 87 1,009 0 912 2,008 
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COURSE CREDIT HOURS - NURSING 
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!ill FALL O SPRING 
• 
• See Appendix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - THEOLOGY 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
Undergraduate 




1984-85 0 72 0 28 100 
1985-86 0 106 0 33 139 
1986-87 0 0 0 44 44 
1987-88 0 0 0 73 73 
1988-89 8 155 0 103 266 
1989-90 6 141 0 95 242 
1990-91 0 128 0 95 223 
1991-92 3 219 0 124 346 
Graduate 




1984-85 0 1,309 0 1,240 2,549 
1985-86 6 1,235 0 1,240 2,481 
1986-87 276 1,753 0 1,575 3,604 
1987-88 346 1,804 0 1,626 3,776 
1988-89 400 1,797 0 1,812 4,009 




1990-91 1,999 4,166 
,, 
315 1,852 0 r 
t,�, 
1991-92 303 2,097 0 2,222 4,622 
• See Appeodix, Note 7 . 
............ --------� 
1981·82 1982·83 1983-84 1984·86 1886·86 1886·87 1987·88 1988-89 1989·90 1990-81 1991·82 
Academic Year 
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[] SPRING I 
D SPRING I 
rt! FALL 
UNDERGRADUATES 
I rt! FALL 
1982·83 1883·84 1884-86 1986-86 1986-87 1887-66 1888-88 1889·80 1980-81 1881·92 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - THEOWGY 








' See A  ·  
P!>eadix, Note 7. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
COURSE CREDIT HOURS - ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
1981-82 to 1991-92 * 
Undergraduate 
YEAR SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING TOTAL 
1981-82 132 518 0 590 1,240 
1982-83 102 450 0 414 966 
1983-84 106 408 0 343 857 
1984-85 107 361 0 263 731 
1985-86 85 166 0 284 535 
1986-87 133 355 0 284 772 
1987-88 145 246 0 259 650 
1988-89 154 283 0 308 745 
1989-90 136 459 7 433 1,035 
1990-91 114 411  0 374 899 
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I IBl FALL D SPRING I 







Section 2 - Historical 
TorAL DEGREES AWARDED BY SEx 
July 1980 - June 1981 to July 1990 - June 1991 * 






YEAR MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
1980-81 966 927 1,893 
1981-82 1,039 1,015 2,054 
1982-83 1,030 1 ,112 2,142 
1983-84 890 957 1,847 
1984-85 866 915 1,781 
1985-86 856 878 1,734 
1986-87 915 906 1,821 
1987-88 834 853 1,687 
1988-89 867 885 1,752 
1989-90 902 900 1,802 
1990-91 889 911  1,800 
• See Appendix, Note 8. 
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BACHELOR I s  DEGREES AWARDED BY SEX 









1990·81 1981·82 1982·83 1983·84 1984-96 1986·86 1998·97 1987·98 1998·89 1989-90 1990·91 
Academic Year 
lf@!-11] MEN I······ ,,,,,,,,,,,1 WOMEN ---- TOTAL I 
YEAR MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
1980-81 487 527 1,014 
1981-82 574 652 1,226 
1982-83 61 1  726 1,337 
1983-84 508 592 1 , 100 
1984-85 480 547 1,027 
1985-86 453 498 951 
1986-87 500 551 1,051 
1987-88 408 464 872 
1988-89 443 5 1 1  954 
1989-90 431 476 907 
1990-91 440 484 924 








Section 2 - Historical 
MAsTER I s  DEGREES AWARDED BY SEX 
July 1980 - June 1981 to July 1990 - June 1991 * 





YEAR MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
1980-81 . 257 291 548 
1981-82 227 257 484 
1982-83 200 257 457 
1983-84 170 239 409 
1984-85 179 235 414 
1985-86 192 225 417 
1986-87 190 224 414 
1 
1987-88 223 222 445 
� 1988-89 220 206 426 
' �' 1989-90 244 220 464 s- 0 




• See Appendix:, Note 8. 
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DOCTOR Is  DEGREES AWARDED BY SEX 









1980-81 1981·82 1882·83 1983-84 1984-86 1986-86 1886-87 1987-88 1888·88 1988·90 1990·91 
Academic Year 
TOTAL I 
YEAR MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
1980-81 3 5 8 
1981-82 2 l 3 
1982-83 7 l 8 
1983-84 8 3 11 
1984-85 10 7 17 
1985-86 1 1  5  16 
1986-87 6 13 19 
1987-88 12 14 26 
1988-89 8 14 22 
1989-90 1 1  20 31 
1990-91 14 10 24 












Section 2 - Historical 
LAW DEGREES AWARDED BY SEX 
July 1980 - June 1981 to July 1990 - June 1991 * 






YEAR MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
1980-81 219 104 323 
1981-82 236 105 341 
1982-83 212 128 340 
1983-84 204 123 327 
1984-85 197 126 323 
1985-86 200 150 350 
1986-87 219 118 337 
1987-88 191 153 344 
1988-89 196 154 350 
1989-90 216 184 400 
1990-91 191 159 350 
• See Appendix, Note 8. 
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Section 2 • Historical 
DEGREES AWARDED 







1880·81 1981·82 1982·83 1983·84 1984·86 1986·88 1986-87 1987·88 1988·89 1988-90 1990·81 
Academic Year 
11111 BACHELOR'S O MASTER'S • DOCTOR'S fill LAW 
• See Appendix, Note 8. 
Section 2 - Historical 
APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School* 
Fall 1981 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 4,229 3,148 1,304 35 1,339 
Transfers 971 580 262 80 342 
Readmits 149 106 46 48 94 
UNDERGRADUATE 5,349 3,834 1,612 163 1,775 
New Graduates 982 635 100 349 449 
New Law 1 ,911 740 256 113 369 
GRADUATE & LAW ' 2,893 1,375 356 462.  818 
Fall 1982 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 3,817 2,697 1,213 48 1,261 
Transfers 904 588 266 50 316 
Readmits 128 93 85 102 187 
UNDERGRADUATE 4,849 3,378 1,564 200 1,764 
New Graduates 1,034 743 106 446 552 
New Law 2,006 764 271 115 386 
GRADUATE & LAW 3,040 1,507 377 561 938 
' See Appeodix, Note 9. 
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APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School* 
Fall 1983 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 3,818 2,759 1,224 30 1,254 
Transfers 809 569 277 66 343 
Readmits 128 98 45 50 95 
UNDERGRADUATE 4,155 3,426 1,546 146 1,692 
New Graduates 897 597 89 340 429 
New Law 2,100 748 265 109 374 




APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 4,338 2,849 1,073 24 1,097 
Transfers 762 510 242 62 304 
Readmits 114 82 51 31 82 
UNDERGRADUATE 5,214 3,441 1,366 117 1,483 
New Graduates 850 593 79 220 299 
New Law 1,875 793 257 115 372 
GRADUATE & LAW 2,725 1,386 336 · 335 671 
• See Appendix, Note 9. 
Section 2 - Historical 
APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School* 
Fall 1985 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 3,708 2,707 1,001 54 1,055 
Transfers 617 439 183 . 5 1  234 
Readmits 117 100 86 90 176 
. :O''·:-;;;,.;:-:t;:('. . :  -,�· . ,� -:-�: 
. 3'246 i.>. ,J,270 .· .. ::195 . 1;465' UNDERGR;@UATEi :: :..�::·,; : · 4 442 •· ' "'•,•,, ' ' • •  'w ,,.;,-, '•,( . ,.,;;· . . ...  :,,, ,.::��------Jt : ' ,' ' ;• .. - ... __ . � 
New Graduates 843 610 90 318 408 
New Law 1,693 873 250 115 365 
Fall 1986 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
75 
New Freshmen 3,223 2,322 878 
Transfers 587 419 195 
Readmits 96 83 16 
UNDEliG�uiTE 
. .  
',' 
. � . 3;906 2,824 . . . .  ·1,089 . - :,',\_( 
·' 
New Graduates 769 638 97 




. . .  
84 ·:· ... · � . :i,173 . •, 
293 390 
120 381 
• See Appeodix, Note 9. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School* 
Fall 1987 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 3,733 2,782 1,070 12 1,082 
Transfers 725 460 235 52 287 
Readmits 104 86 21 34 55 
UNDERGRADUATE 4,562 3,328 1,326 98 1,424 
New Graduates 939 692 113 343 456 
New Law 1,823 849 308 123 431 
GRADUATE & LAW· 2762· 1,541 421 466 887 
• . . .  .  '  .  
Fall 1988 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 4,711 3,164 1 , 109 13 1,122 
Transfers 697 436 214 35 249 
Readmits 78 61 12 29 41 
UNDERGRADUATE . 5,486 3,661 1,335 77 1,412 
New Graduates 1,235 733 100 369 469 
New Law 2,199 733 248 100 348 
GRADUATE & LAW 3,434 1,466 348 469 817 
• See Appendix, Note 9. 
Section 2 - Historical 
APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School * 
Fall 1989 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 5,543 3,208 1,091 8 1,099 
Transfers 868 528 252 55 307 
Readmits 99 79 20 41 61 
UNDERGRADUATE 6,510 3,815 1,363 104 1,467 
New Graduates 1,249 673 136 345 481 
New Law 2,611 788 259 100 359 
GRADUATE & LAW 3,860: l,461 395 445 840 
Fall 1990 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 5,410 3,527 950 18 968 
Transfers 923 584 264 63 327 
Readmits 95 83 8 44 52 
UNDERGRADUATE 6,428 4,194 1,222 125 1,347 
New Graduates 1,382 859 154 432 586 
New Law 2,698 806 291 108 399 
GRADUATE & LAW 4,080 1,665 445 540 985 
• See Appendix, Nole 9. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School * 
Fall 1991 
STUDENTS ENROLLED 
APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 
RECEIVED ACCEPTED Time Time Total 
New Freshmen 4,465 3,304 984 12 
Transfers 719 596 250 98 
Readmits 81 71 16 39 
" ,-·: -�,'�+)(}__.-\;>�t\,:-1-(., -�·-. . _ ...... ,,_,:-':·. . t. " 
U}'ID�gM)?:y�TE ;;>L; •.. S,265 .; ' 3  971 :. 'r2so: : -> . 149 ' .  ,, "' - ' " " .  .  
New Graduates 1,480 876 171 418 






• See Appmdix, Note 9. 
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APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School * 
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- - - ACCEPTED 
-- - - -  
- - --- -  
1,000 - - - - - - - - - - - -  
ENROLLED 












- - - - - - -  
-  
-- 
- _ _ _ _ _ _  ,.,,.. ,,,. ,.,,.. ,.,,..  
- - - - - - -  
APPLICATIONS 
ACCEPTED 









• See Appendix, Note 9. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA 
Undergraduate, Graduate & Law School * 













_ - - ...... ......  ,,,. ,,,.  
---  

















- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
600 ENROLLED 
. - - -·-·-·-- -·- -·- -····- - - - 




• See Appendix, Note 9. 
' � ,  \  
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Section 2 - Historical 
AVERAGE SAT SCORES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 
by Admissions Status and College * 
Fall 1981 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\llTS SPECIAL ADl\llTS ENTIRE CLASS 
N �!SAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT 
A&S 604 428 444 . 872 73 299 333 632 677 414 432 846 
BU 345 418 477 894 38 332 350 682 NIA 383 409 464 873 
ED 
NU 
45 409 450 859 
88 413 438 851 
6 
9 
315 317 632 
293 313 607 
51 
97 
398 434 832 
402 426 829 
Fall 1982 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\llTS SPECIAL ADl\llTS ENTIRE CLASS 
N �!SAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N �!SAT VSAT TOT 
A&S 629 442 461 904 45 312 318 630 674 434 452 885 
BU 330 443 509 952 21 366 391 151 NIA 351 438 502 940 
ED 56 409 446 855 2 355 365 720 58 407 443 850 
465, 909 9 273 319 87 427 450 877 
-���"%¥{ 
111�l}�Jiti1��;:t� fi! ":t �:f{�B��}'� - -r�;it'.it1:tt1�t?l>:t;,� ·fl'l,ti' t,;:� •. ,. ,� · ,£,-;475£:�910 <\"! 1170- -: <�' 433-t '.k�--" 466'"&hJ{ 8991 o:.;......_w«--·�' .... ....., ;.,, ,,.,��·-··•" . . .  -. " , ' · � " , S K ' · , . , . ,  
Fall 1983 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\llTS SPECIAL ADl\lITS ENTffiE CLASS 
N �!SAT VSAT TOT N �!SAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT 
A&S 678 432 456 887 50 349 368 717 728 426 450 876 
BU 312 447 508 956 18 363 401 763 NIA 330 443 503 945 
ED 44 395 401 796 4 315 318 633 48 389 394 783 
898 10 342 353 98 430 447 877 
'. <'•', (H',t,H;--'K(;_rs'·,.�·fy/./}'%,�),.'ff•; (4 'r ,.,,  ;4,\,<,,';f":l ,.,,c;,,�""';"f'i5'5l�,"'�;1z;�,.,..,_. ·"'m.-"r,;.' ,,,, 
��jlft��J��;���� �! 
• See Appeodix, Note 10. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
AVERAGE SAT SCORES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 
by Admissions Status and College * 
Fall 1984 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADMITS SPECIAL ADMITS ENTIRE CLASS 
,\' :',.ISAT VSAT TOT ,V :O.tSAT VSAT TOT ,V I\ISAT VSAT TOT N t\1SAT VSAT TOT 
1 
A&S 554 445 46Sij�fir, 73 318 
BU 267 437 511 .. ··954 18 348 . .  
.,.,,., 
ED 36 433 472 , 905 1 530 
NU 75 432 463 896 JO 341 
·, 






















REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\lITS SPECIAL ADMITS ENTIRE CLASS 
1V �!SAT VSAT TOT ,V l\lSAT VSAT TOT ,V l\lSAT VSAT TOT ,V l\fSAT VSAT TOT 
[/i>{l� 
347 ����wg A&S 534 456 479•, ?93S 46 339 
.. _._. . ._ 
BU 283 456 511 ,974 18 334 396· ',. 730 N/A 
,"-:: 
ED 31 430 455 885 2 210 265 475 
NU 908 2 280 260 540 
580 447 468r,t�:�f 
,.,·v-,· . 
'-)_�:v 
301 449 510·,:>'>' 959'. 
:'-..· 
1:i� ': 
33 417 444 860 
50 440 453 '893 
Fall 1986 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADMITS SPECIAL ADl\llTS ENTIRE CLASS 




' '· ',:·· 
426 478 462 . 939 64 346 328 673 69 403 359· 762 559 453 434 887 
' . 
207 516 456 972 13 350 337 687 JO 407 417 824 230 502 448 950 
40 435 443 87.7 1 250 230 480 1 430 280 710 42 430 434 864 
. ,; 
428 f:\;i,49' 2 360 405.; '.;765 39 421 
J 
• See Appeti.dix, Note 10. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
AVERAGE SAT SCORES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 
by Admissions Status and College * 
Fall 1987 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADi\llTS SPECIAL ADl\llTS ENTIRE CLASS 
.V �ISAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT 
64 476 455 931 
697 480 452'. 931 
169 536 471 1007 
23 
330 320 650 69 
827 
467 447 914 
463 435 898 
434 393 
528 464 992 
716 804 369 346 





















REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\lITS SPECIAL ADl\lITS ENTIRE CLASS 
.V MSAT VSAT TOT N �!SAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N �ISAT VSAT TOT 
A&s 715 496 453 949 80 383 350 733 52 401 373 774 847 480 438 918· 
BU 15/ 586 484 1071 26 378 343 721 3 457 417 873 180 554 463 1017 
ED 51 483 457 939 3 377 310 687 0 54 477 449 925 
NU 22 450 421 871 6 343 335 678 0 28 427 403 830 
Fall 1989 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\lITS SPECIAL ADl\llTS ENTIRE CLASS 
N MSAT VSAT TOT N �ISAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT N MSAT VSAT TOT 
A&s 673 519 470 989 94 374 343 717 59 433 380 812 826 496 449 946 
BU 148 599 499 1098 28 418 383 800 0 176 570 481 1051 
365 320 685 











27 461 413 874 





Section 2 - Historical 
AVERAGE SAT SCORES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 
by Admissions Status and College * 
Fall 1990 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADMITS SPECIAL ADl\lITS ENTIRE CLASS 














465 f:4 ;�(!)�!l" 
. "·;¢.�t·!' 
494�}:J088 















480·.: f 920 
















REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADl\llTS SPECIAL ADl\lITS ENTIRE CLASS 
,V t\lSAT VSAT ToT N l\lSAT VSAT TOT N l\fSAT VSAT TOT ,V l\1SAT VSAT TOT 
"·''�t .. ��'.\ ;�j,_\{\: "lil\ll"" f1�t}ri:\��; ·\"'..._�!'�t�> .. i.i ,\ '(�M
A&S 677 502 4S2.·.\C:.9H 58 386 346 · · .;,."732 2J 418 
:::i{�!: 
760 490 441 \;'j'0:931 
491;'���� 
�(f)"r . • 
BU 109 582 JJ 422 367 ';,<}88' 2 525 124 565 474�!1Afs; .i,:;. -, 
ED 63 SOI 450 ·�950 2 38S 290' 615 2 410 360• 770 67 494 442 · \ 937 
NU 24 492 453 ' ·,.,945 J 470 373 843 0 27 490 444 ,/i;934• 
• See Appeodix, Note 10. 
Section 2 - Historical 
AVERAGE SAT SCORES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 
by Admissions Status and College * 








- - � 
eoo 
600 
- .  - -· -··-··-··-··- - 
REGULAR ADMITS 
- -· - --- - - . 









.. . . .  











• See Appenwx, Note 10. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FIRST-TIME FULL-TIME FRESHMAN ATTRITION 














Entered Entered Entered Entered Entered 
Fall 1987 & Fall 1988 & Fall 1989 & Fall 1990 & Fall 1991 & 
Len Fall 1988 Len Fall 1989 Len Fall 1990 Left Fall 1991 Left Fall 1992 
Male 
# Entering 578 589 
# Left 101 100 











# Entering 500 529 
# Left 59 75 




.. ,,_,· 1t6%-� .• i, . .  
478 474 
67 53 







468 387 410 
80 70 61 
:: .3E�1 t;l%.�J,�i� : :s.:, <Sc:-)�s._i_�t\�-;��;�\��> ;::"�14,�9� . ···��('.��;, :1[�/� '.�:�':f��-;'iS�?�f�Yi�·�l��;�·,·.'.:{fa.3'!o . .  
Resident 
# Entering 492 630 
# Left 69 76 
),,.�iert : \�';.-� 14.0%\: 12.1% 
EOPAdmit 
# Entering 62 99 
# Left II 11 
















::i2:6% ' ' .; .  :::;, .p.1.ft'•: . 
# Entering 958 964 922 808 
# Left 140 153 133 118 
·.·· : '?','.�'.·�···:�:rf �� i '!t: ')'4:6%·:;::· · . , 1 ,: · · .  '  . !: 14(4%' f.4.6% . :  .  �_15.9.% 
Spec Admil 
# Entering 58 55 63 45 
# Left 9 I I  9 10 
% Left 15.5% 20;0% 14;3%. 22.2% 











Section 2 - Historical 
FIRST-TIME FULL-TIME FRESHMAN ATTRITION 
Entering Fall Semester to Next Fall Semester * 
Entered Entered Entered Entered Entered 
Fall 1987 & Fall 1988 & Fall 1989 & Full 1990 & Full 1991 & 
Left Fall 1988 Left Fall 1989 Left Full 1990 Left Fall 1991 Left Full 1992 
87 
Black 
# Entering 83 100 129 108 100 
# Left 18 19 22 17 15 
% Left 21.7% 19.0% 17.1% 15.7% 15.0% 
Hispanic 
# Entering 77 81 82 73 92 
# Left 14 16 14 12 17 
%Left 18.2% 19.8% 17.1% 16.4% 18.5% 
Asian 
# Entering 29 31 45 48 50 
# Left 3 5 6 8 12 
%Left 10.3% 16.1% 13.3% 16.7% 24.0% 
White 
# Entering 834 826 774 652 670 
# Left 117 123 107 96 85 
-. % Left  14.0% 14.9% 13.8% 14.7% 12.7% 
Arts & Sci 
# Entering 804 854 840 731 765 
# Left 135 135 123 113 118 
%Left 16.8% 15.8% 14.6% 15.5% 15.4% 
Business 
# Entering 182 182 180 136 125 
# Left 16 27 22 16 14 
% Left  8.8% 14.8% 12.2% 11.8% 11.2% 
Education 
# Entering 69 54 57 50 67 
# Left 7 10 9 9 4 
. % Left 10.1% 18.5% 15.8% 18.0% 6.0% 
Nursing 
# Entering 23 28 27 31 27 
# Left 2 3 3 3 2 








• See Appeodix, Note 11. 
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Section 2 - Historical 
FRESHMAN DEGREES EARNED 







1230 504 41% 504 41% 
451, :' '43% 









12% . .  65?> 53% 
14% 595 56% 
13% 574 58% 
12% 522 59% 

















EARNED DEGREE EARNED DEGREE EARNED DEGREE 
IN 4 YEARS IN 5 YEARS IN 6 OR l\lORE YEARS 
# Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative 
Entering N % N % N % N % N % N % 
1061 451 43% 
988 444 45% 
892 418 47% 
1077 503 47% 
1115 502 45% 
Avemges; 
% Graduating in 4 Yrs 45% 
% Graduating in 5 Yrs 57 % 
% Graduating in 6 + Yrs 61 % 
• See Appendix, Note 12. 
STUDENTS - CURRENT 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS 
Undergraduate, Graduate and Law * 



















APPLICATIONS STUDENTS Full Part 




'It J s 4,517 J 515 3,574 987 
754 S 'ri f  580 256 





• See ApP"'dix, Note 13. 
1 ( ; 2  1,635 ;1 1,7 1,060 197 469 t 9 & 6 6 6  
3,139 912 325 91 416 
���������� 
...... s :;1:i�ii'i:); 1;;:::1:i: �ii ;\ii;1;l:Ii�ji�,1 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by High School Rank * 















80%·100% 80%·89% 70%-79% 60%-69% 60%-69% 40%-49% 30%-39% 20%·29% 10%·19% 1%·9% 
ml REGULAR IJ EOP • SPECIAL I 
90%-100% 40 76 • 8 0 48 
80%-89% 42 62 
: ;;;.; 
8 51 
70%-79% 62 54 �i� 3 66 
60%-69% 46 49 }�; 7 0 53 
50%-59% 62 54 ; �l� 4 67 
40%-49% 51 46 .. i:JH�; 4 56 
::(: :::::::::: 
30%-39 % 46 26 () ·<'12 2 2 50 
20%-29% 33 9 
:· i : (]i 
3 5 41 .. 
\ds 10%-19% 19 9 =: 5 2 26 
. ,  ;  
I  %-9% 3 2 =·· 2 2 7 
• See Appendix, Note 14. 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by SAT Scores * 









A&S eu EO 
I fill'! REGULAR � EOP 
NU 
[] SPECIAL I 
MEN WOMEN 
A&S 665 499 454 61 399 379 L 24 423 
BU 92 578 471 }jt� 25 422 386 rntm� 2 610 
ED 59 497 454 :;:��i 5 366 348 �i� 0 
NU 35 504 446 
SAT Averages /zy Sex 
750 489 446' 
119 546 451 : ��� 
64 487 446 : "  ���: 
REGULAR ADMITS EOP ADMITS SPECIAL ADMITS ENTIRE CLASS 














483 ••••• !;J{ 
447 
• See Appendix, Note 14. 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First- Time Full-Time Freshmen by SAT Distribution * 
Verbal SATDistribution 
REGULAR ADl\lITS EOP ADi\lITS SPECIAL ADi\llTS ENTIRE CLASS 




3 .  · ·  .. , 6 











14, '> :)ii 






















O';.�\;, • .  ,.--:--0 
0 0 
2 ... · · ·  4  
5  7  
0  7  
4,, '7  







































































Math SAT Distribution 
REGULAR ADi\llTS EOP ADl\llTS SPECIAL ADMITS ENTIRE CLASS, 
�!EN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL �!EN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
750-800 o, 1· 0 0:··· 0, 0 o--:: .0 0 I 
o,S:. 
'.:· 700-740 6 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 ,.91 
65o-690 21 1·· 28 0 0 0 o·.')' ' ._):";': 1 22 7 29, 
6()().640 42 3 9 t . "  81 2 o) 2 0 I ..,_, .. l 44 40 ,;,- ::34· : . ,  550-590 51 0 ����-<- ·.:1 v 70 121 0 ' ;�,-, 1 72 51 .::;:, 123.' 500-540 127 100, 227 8 4 ', 12 3 0\-)�." \;:{3 138 104· .\\242, 
"· . '·'216. 45(}490 92 112 204 4 3 7 2 3 5. 98 118 <  
\:· ::.-� . ,. ', 
40(H40 56 77 133 13 8 21 3 3 6 72 88 169, 
350-390 17 26 43 II  26 ]7 4 5 32 53 85 
300-340 3 4 7 8 15 2 .  3  9  13 22 
250-290 0 -e: • 3 0 0, 2 0 1 .·' I 2 
200-240 0 0 0 0 0\ ' 0 0 o. _,.,: . ,  o  0  0  o· 
1:c�f'.:r_;\'.3: 
. :;· . ....  ,:.;, 
Unknown 6 J;, 9 0 1 ·--·- . . , 1 1 6: '.� "'ff?��·13; 
fl'���*I' tt'l'l'�ff!�ft->�t�\�-u;�tl�Jf�'�'l'��w, ;.�,.:.,�::,.,�!Sa""Xt��! .. "<.,,if�:-,,.,1}"' -: \i;;"�"it'"'"� .. c"'\':,WB'"'·t1r"'(·I!-,;; ���j'·1,m""·.,,*i°l.":��-� .. , >,-.\}>•<•',-.'•' ·h);- ".Vi':�&t'>''"'o·�'\')\'�.\'· • '  r:  ,,\o•I,� Y"'3•�ffl.;. , � f"-]Jj'f/"' ?, ' ,Y. ';f; ' > • �· '�. !� ,., ,:U' 
}JJD'.!12 . ·���Wl.1��\:ta� f:ct;i?h�· ':" m�ii��y��t� �1ri���- -���f;.iii1;..::!�. ��' :�d�tt } ..... '-"'•· ���  





Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRF.SHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshman Enrollment * 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL % 
Enrollment by College 
Arts & Science 402 358 760 77.0% 
Business 80 39 119 12.1 % 
Education 16 50 · . 66 6.7% 
Nursing 4 38 42 4.3% 
i}f{;�tO:FAD:�, �·;:�:?�':E&!?{::.:;1 ::r�" ?7:��!}��1rt:�so2:;:;·�::·l::;�:srf �i�4Bst�tliiit�rlttt981t�1�t ,;�::i:1�1m>:O'%i 
643 65.1 % 
123 12.5% 
66 6.7% 
1 0.1 % 
51 5.2% 











Puerto Rican 10 14 24 2.4% 
Unknown 37 42. 79 8.0% 








Enrollment by Residence 
Commuter 221 
Resident 281 
:·� :ToTAf:: · · ·  ··:•':"'' . •·· , ·. · ,,_.,, ,,,�,·ror··", · · · ·····'48s"'::7�:·:T1''7 · 9 1 1 1 · · ·  
Enrollment by Admit Type 
Regular Admit 439 421 860 87.1 % 
EOP Admit 47 51 98 9.9% 
Special Admit 16 13 29 2.9% 
:��::���� i��1; ������ �z;EiS02��- ��� 2;��mJ��¥���E:t;��;�;:987l,�Z\?�Z�£��roo:0%·1 
• See Appendix, Note 14. 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRF.sHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshman Enrollment * 











Arts & Science Business Education ,--�-M�EN��O-,W-O_M_E_N-,1 




















• See Appendix, Note 14. 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESITh:IAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshman Enrollment * 

























First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by Admit Type 
Regular Admit 
• See Appeudix, Note 14. 
fiill MEN D WOMEN I 
Special Admit EOP Admit 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRFSHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by Major * 
College ofArts & Science 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL % 
Arts & Humanities 
Advertising Art I 
Applied Music 2 
Art History I 
Classical Studies 2 
Communications 19 
English 6 
Fine Arts I 
French 0 
Italian 0 
Modern Languages 0 
Music History 2 
Philosphy 1 
Religious Studies 2 
Spanish 0 












0 . 1%  
0.3% 
0 . 1% 








































�� :,;c ', );"l·01{i 
2 ·6: 
I . l 
0 ?�· > -, ;:\:t�11:_;:,�:,i��.lf 
20 ' . · , . 3!(: 
! : ;· . ,:::{::>y;: 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by Major* 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL % 
101 



















School of Business 




Mgmt & Industrial Reis 





' · :- .  '.',\""(-- ' '  . 
%·of ColumnTotal · · · 
• See Appeodix, Note 14. 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRF.SI™AN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by Major* 
College of Education & Human Services 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL % 
Developmental Disorders 
Elementary Education 
Health Ed/Phys Ed/Rec 
Second 













Total Freshman Class 
I - - . 
,,:.1 :1::.:F,�Jr1i>n'. · · 
�· :ii:i:;;;�; :::::�::::;;::i:'i;:,;. 
• See Appendix, Note 14. 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen * 





Meth & Sciences 
1 11 .9%) 
Social & ��;,:;;::!!'!'. ;i'.:::;,. 
117.4%) 
Arts & Humanities 
(48.9°�) 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by Most Popular Majors 
Und. Bu,inNI (2.2%) 
Accounting (2.7%1 
Buain1t111 Bound (2,9%) 
Communication, (3.0%} 
Elementary Ed (3.5 %) 
Criminal Juetlce ! J ;;,:;:-�, 
• See Appea.dix, Note 14. 
P1ych (4�gy (4. ?%) 
UndMided Arts (41.0%) 
Political Science (5.2%1 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by County /State * 
Out of State 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL % 
::1(; 
+ti 
· 3  
0  '3, 
o ; '  ·  . I  
6<  ·6' 
6 ,iJ·<;<::o)q' . 
0 :::�;:· _,.'���.:t.r _.::,.-i�, 
2 .  
















0.1  % 
1.9% 
0.3% 
1- 0 . 1  % 
.. :t 0 . 1 %  
·  2  :,., "" · ,·, \2; 0.2 % 
I f< \t1,\' ;, :t: 0.1  % 














New Hampshire 1 
New York 29 





South Carolina 1 
Texas I 
Virginia 0 
West Virginia 0 
Foreign 2 
Unknown 
t>"UT'Ol.?'.ST� . .. · 
'.;;:.<t�Ls.v!.;ii_;U:�itft#�:tfij� 
1.%.;ot . TQtal�_i}{t&.YJ-h\i 





Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by County/State * 
New Jersey Counties 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL % 
Atlantic 2 4 6 0.6% 
Bergen 63 49 112 11 .3% 
Burlington 11  10 21 2.1 % 
Camden 8 7 15 1.5% 
Cap May 1 1 2 0.2% 
Cumberland 1 0 1 0.1 % 
Essex 72 66 138 14.0% 
Gloucester 3 2 5 0.5% 
Hudson 45 48 93 9.4% 
Hunterdon 2 2 4 0.4% 
Mercer 7 5 12 1.2% 
Middlesex 29 36 65 6.6% 
Monmouth 34 23 57 5.8% 
Morris 24 35 59 6.0% 
Ocean 12 6 18 1 .8% 
Passaic 34 29 63 6.4% 
Salem 2 I 3 0.3% 
Somerset 5 15 20 2.0% 
Sussex 4 4 8 0.8% 
Union 48 38 86 8.7% 
Warren 2 0.2% 
Unknown NJ 14 1 .4% 
NEW\JE.RSE\'1 
.8?,::('"·;tg!�11f :�;;}i:z111 ii!tl!,tl ,�'of:fiita1z1i:i(: 
' 
Total Freshman Class 
• See Appendix, Note 14 . 
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Section 3 - Current 
. FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE 
First-Time Full-Time Freshmen by New Jersey County * 
# of Freshmen 
O o t a 5  
IDIIm s  to 1 0 
� 10 to 25 
§2s ta 50 
�50 to 75 
fa 75 to 100 
11!1 1 00  to 125 
.125 to 150 
• See Appeodix, Note 14. 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS 











1.:,, . . 
Freshmen 743 655 1398 22 47 69 765 702 /'1467° 26.9% 
Sophomore 468 519 987 34 66 · 100 502 585 , : 1087 20,0% 
Junior 473 518 · 991 49 94 ,{i,,143 522 612;;'':'1134 20.8% 
Senior 505 540 · ,  ·:1045 125 188 : ·,: 313: 630 728 {i°1358 24,9% 
Non-Matriculated 7 6,,:,, - 13 131 256,/i\387. 138 262};/400 7.3% 
--'::��£� J/!'.';'!1:..-�"ff""'"' �1'.'_,.,. i.l'!::t:l:l·i I ���f;.-5..,,...,..,., ���· �.....,.,,.,...,.,..,;:,,1S-�S'"'"'��"":\·,.;,s�,:..-·�,...,..,,.,-,�·� 
:;Jo',;/l'O'.FA:e.•t'*'f.'M;,;1;,§i,11� B\12196�p.·J:2238-, ,,'.M34 ,,1,,,36h-:,}·,:,�565ll!<,;d0121t: ,2551�, ,·,•i2889\il1'i5446 c 100;0%1 
Enrollment by Race :\·'., . , };�:,1.) .\�� , · , 
White 1589 1471 \1:3660· 199 316'\,''c'5l5, 1788 1787 ,,,3575 65.6% 
Black 174 307'{,Yt481 18 69�;Jl:-i81: 192 376>;t,s6& 10.4% 
Hispanic 106 135r':.·,�.:'.fiz'ifj 17 23 ' .. :.�.'.:'.:, /40. 123 158 ·')',281 5.2 % 
Amer Ind/Alaskan 4 . 5 0 1 ii.': !. 4 /\: . 6 0.1 % 
Asian/Pacific lsdr 110 99 · ,,i 209 13 14 :•: · . 27 123 113 ,.;· · 236 4.3 % 
Puerto Rican 50 53 103 7 14 <<· 21' 57 67 · ,  ·  124 2.3 % 
Unknown 163 172, · · 335 107 214 · 321 270 386 , 656 12.0% 
"7?T6TXC� t�t�:.;r?��·· :,�:'21%.:J�(iTzifSY;:i:4434 ·: �r: 36f/:7t7{65i'.7}fi0fi' i::�25·57,;�:�\:r2889�r�S446' �t'100to%� 
Enrollment by Residence 
Commuter 1250 1128 ,  "2378 346 640 , ·. 986 1596 1768 i·.,3364 61 . 8% 
Resident 946 11 1 0 ·  .2056 15 I I  ·  �· 26. 961 1121 ' '  2082 38.2% 
n·:w-.'1'>'�·-,,.,-�.i:���:,:wlw"' l':t�""'"'""��··t�\''«·"'""'"''� �"'.,.,.�•.,,-"!�"'""!flllW"��,:f"'"·"""'" �,�_.�,. ..... -�'\ili'''l'.\'°t:."''"'""•··-,1�t��."··""'"'"·'"'" v·�''""l""l"'" · ·,.i 
- !i{\\:TOT·dL\\t·:ftfif-l;\llfifti?i�.,;'-/l i�:2196�"t�)tt2238,?,�rM34 ()�,�:·361\;.o;,,� -�iSi;;/�!1012 \if;;,-2SS7<:::1;;�t}288!>-1;t:t;1.S446 ;:--t:�100i0%� 
• See Appendix, Note IS. 
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Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment * 











Arts & Science Business 
111 Men Cl Women I 











Undergraduate Students by Class 
Freshmen 
• See Appendix, Note 15. 
Sophomore 
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White Bleck Hispanic Amer Asian/Pacific Puerto Ricen 
Ind/Alaskan lsdr 
Unknown 











Undergraduate Students by Residence 
• See Appendix, Note 15. 
Commuter 
&Ill MEN D WOMEN I 
Resident 
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FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS 

























0 O c,\., .: ·;· 0 4 
10 28 38 215 
=. 
... 6 20 .26 76 
2 I ·3 3 
0 1 r 0 
0 0 'r- · o  0  
24, �J,}6 
�:,}\,.� 
9 < ' . 1 3  


























Liberal Studies 16 12 28 I 
Modem Languages 2 11 13 0 
Music Education I O '. 1 0 
Music History 3 0 ·. 3. 0 
Philosophy 13 O· · 13" 2 
Religious Studies 14 1 . ·, is 2 
Spanish I 5.-.. -, 6 0 
Undecided Arts 558 440 . .  ,.,998 31 
�Tl��, :�{;�1�k�1�;z,�  �::�:;:. 




4 . .  37 
19 ._85 
J 3·· 6 0.1% 
1  2 3 0.1 % 
7 8 
' •  
l� 0.3% 
. · .  144 1 1 4 .  !258' 4.7% 
37 8>'t'.'45 0.8% 
77 20,(;i) 91 1.8% 
154 134: .· .(288 5.3% 
86 189 : · s:21s 5.0% 
• See Appendix, Note 15. 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by Major * 
FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
l\len Women Total l\len Women Total Men Women Total % 
3.9% 0.3% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 0.6% 
School qf Business 
FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
l\len Women Total l\len Women Total l\len Women Total % Accounting 149 118 267 23 29 ·52 172 147 31!1 5.9% Economics II 4 15 I I :.'.·:·2 12 5 ,17  0.3% Finance 78 47 '.:ii 8 2!J{\��� 86 55 141 2.6% Mgmt & lndust Reis 73 28 · .. ·''iot 13 86 54 '140 2.6% 
. :'/'':39 : 4)� ,:,...,;::::, Mgmt Info Sys 25 14 13 10 -�'.\,;23 38 24 · 62 1 . 1% Marketing 51 49 13 17 -�-;�;�t��_g 64 66 .)3.0 2.4% Undecided Business 84 52 14 9: >J�i:'{;!J' 98 61 .. .i·o_l59 2.9% Business Bound 28 0 1 ;-r�ti 28 13 "'41 0,8% 
�J!j�. :rt�ifl!etsl 
ii" ''iJ.ll:s,s;, 
!l<k,"i'" :%'',iif'Cor· · · � *tfil .... ;:�i 
• See Appendix, Note IS. 
1 1 1  
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Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by Major * 
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FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment * 





Math & Sciencc-s tB.T%) 
Arts & Humanities 
(33.9%) 
;5.;;.vJ;i;I Jlt �MV. Sci 
(19.5%) 




Ele1menterv Ed {2.9%1 




Criminal Justice {4, 7%) 
P1ychology (5.0%1 
Politic.el Sci {5,3%1 
• See Appeodix, Note 15. 
Accounting 15.9%1 
Undecided Arts (l 9.4%) 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by County/State* 
Out of State 
FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
l\Ien Women Total l\Ien Women Total l\len Women Total % 
Arizona I 2 3 0 0 .· 0 I 2 3 0.1% ' '. , ' ;  
California 8 6 14 I 0 . ": l 9 6 15 0.3% 
Colorado I 0 '; l 0 0 6 I 0 1 0.0% 
Connecticut 62 39 IOI I I 2 63 40 103 1.9% 
Delaware 2 7 9 0 0 0 2 7 9 0.2% 
District of Columbia 2 I 3 0 0 ·o 2 I 3 0.1 % 
Florida I 8 9 I I 2 2 9 11 0.2% 
Georgia 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 I I 0.0% 
Idaho I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0.0% 
Illinois 2 2 4 I 0 I 3 2 5 0.1 % 
Iowa I 0 ·I 0 0 0 I 0 1 0.0% 
Kansas 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 0.1% 
Maine 2 I 3 0 0 0 2 I 3 0.1% 
Maryland 5 18 23 0 o ·  0  5  18 23 0.4% 
Massachusetts 42 33 75 I I · 2  43 34 77 1.4% 
Michigan I I 2 0 0 0 I I 2 0.0% 
Missouri I 0 1 0 o ·  0  I  0  l  0.0% 
New Hampshire 6 I 7 0 I 1 6 2 8 0.1% 
New York 136 171 307 11 6 17 147 177 324 5.9% 
North Carolina 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 0.1% 
Ohio I 2 3 0 0 0 I 2 3 0.1 % 
Oklahoma 2 I 3 0 0 0 2 I 3 0.1% 
Oregon I 2 3 0 0 0 I 2 3 0.1% 
Pennsylvania 42 32 74 0 5 5 42 37 79 1.5% 
Puerto Rico 6 5 11 I 0 1 7 5 12 0.2% 
Rhode Island 6 6 12 0 0 0 6 6 12 0.2% 
South Carolina 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0.0% 
Texas 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 0.1% 
Vermont I 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 I 0.0% 
Virginia 8 3 11 0 0 0 8 3 11 0.2% 
Virgin Island I I 2 0 0 0 I I 2 0.0% 
West Virginia 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I l 0.0% 
Wisconsin I 0 l 0 0 0 I 0 I 0.0% 
Foreign 30 18 48 11 10 21 41 28 69 1 .3% 
Unknown 8 8 16 9 88 97 17 96 113 2 .1% 
OUT OF STATE . ,,-  ., :392,.:'.., :370.· '; ·762 · · .37. ::.:." l:13 · ..... ·JSO }I6f:,,- 483, 912 . �16.7%; ,% of.Colwin,. : · :  .. ,::; .17;9%\ )U6:S%.,. 17.l% . 10.l% . ;.'. 17'.4% ',14.8.% • ·16.7% . 16.7% .·. '·, ._.,.:,,.!;:j 
• See Appendix, Note 15. 
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264 31 34 
5 
5 




178 61 127 
4 36 18 221 
8 
33 
12;\'i\%� 234 ,' , /498' 
��'.::'�!1 
4 ;'./ 9. 
6 -. 11 368 · . ·667 
13 .26 211 375 
6, 14. 




50· · 86 
22 40 201 422 
14 22 31 64 
18 0 
2 0 77 0 19 2 2 
20 15 30 6 11 0 8 7 39 3 64 
2�.� �.;�� 
2 ""·' - .  ':2' 
o,''.:�t Jr 
3. ?, 
O t.; Q 142 ·.,:, -'219 
J 
29 48 
5,),: .  T 24 26 31 .,·;:,. · ·51 
20 ,, 35 
52.'.i�\'.s� 15 '""·t'•''21 
21 ; ;,< 32 







5 376 13 




44 25 260 11 
97 
12 (:f;gJ 
25 8 �!-f� :;;;5'10 
}:.,:;·', , ' • ; " .  
35 \',)· - " .  66 
32 :�i·�:_·,·61�.74·· 7 : � 
51�); 8!! 14 .  27 240 423 11 ,, . .  21 
2�: t,�; . 31� 
121 ,i,: 26� 221 · · 429 65 '.jt:'"i:32 
134 -�tiJii. 
6� !;�; �;;{t 26 • . .  )i 
266. ·526 17 .. 28 1 1 1  208 
% 
I • •·, 











FULL-TIME PART-TIME TOTAL 
Men Women Total l\len Women Total l\len Women Total 
f{\ 
it1 
' See Ap-, Note IS, 










Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by New Jersey County * 
# of Students 
o, to 10 
illIIIJ 1 0 to 25 
�25 to 50 
§so to 100 
m 100 to 200 
�200 to 300 
�JOO to 500 
llsoo to 750 
.750 to 1000 




., . · 
'*'.'; c:V· 
/'".· 
FALL 1992 GRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment * 
Section 3 - Current 
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FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
l\len Women Total l\len Women Total l\len Women Total % 
Enrollment by College 
Arts & Science 57 80· 137 186 271 457 243 351 594 19.1 % 
Business 49 27 76 425 248 673 474 275 749 24.1% 
Education 55 109 164 207 429 636 262 538 800 25.8% 
Nursing 2 25 27 5 189 194 7 214 221 7.1% 
Theology 125 3 128 25 39 64 150 42 192 6.2% 
Non-Matriculated 11 12 23 181 343 524 192 355 547 17.6% 
:c\:'.TO'fAJ;Jff�"y'�:�-�;:·�:!)��� :;7'�Tf'9:'.�-r�;r�256:, 1,�:�'!C:555 :::rr02,'i';".",":1si1 ·1'2548 ,W7i323"�X'·":f77S:i'f\£f3fij3 -�f�I00:'0%': ",:,;, " .  "· '-,','--' 
Enrollment by Degree 
Arts & Science MA 20 42 62 58 1 1 1  169 78 153 231 7.4% 
Arts & Science MS 10 7 17 62 64 126 72 71 143 4.6% 
Arts & Science MPA 21 29 50 47 91 138 68 120 188 6.1% 
Arts & Science PhD 6 2 8 19 5 24 25 7 32 1.0% 
Business MBA 45 27 72 376 220 596 421 247 668 21.5% 
Business MST 4 0 4 49 28 77 53 28 81 2.6% 
Education MAE 39 72 111 81 197 278 120 269· 389 12.5% 
Education EdS 6 18 24 26 56 82 32 74 106 3.4% 
Education EdD 4 3 7 39 65 104 43 68 111 3.6% 
Education PhD 6 16 22 61 1 1 1  172 67 127 194 6.3% 
Nursing MSN 2 21 23 3 132 135 5 153 158 5.1% 
Nursing MNE 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 1 I 0.0% 
Nursing NM 0 3 3 2 57 59 2 60 62 2.0% 
Theology MAM I 2 3 2 15 17 3 17 20 0.6% 
Theology MAT 2 1 3 8 9 17 10 10 20 0.6% 
Theology MDiv 78 0 78 4 I 5 82 1 83 2.7% 
Theology NM 44 0 44 11 14 25 55 14 69 2.2% 
Non-Matriculated NM 11 12 23 181 343 524 192 355 547 17.6% 
r;:{TOTAli(,� ?���� 
�'"'-<'"'"{:f,� 'P:"4-tt"(•'"'-"' ���iis":'1\1'�"'""'-' (lB:'m"""'""'"""''!l;�t�'?,1'i!"'r�"""=..:�f�"�'"r ·'.'is-'; 
�-Ffoofifi'. 'ii! ,299,, 4,"·"256,;,:. ,,.,.555 l;!•-10291,1 •,i> 15-19• ··,,. 2548 t\'.\'fil28'.f' .;;':-1775'Itt 3103 �� et,.r.,kX.<w '"•" t .  .  -  ,  .. ,.".,- ' 
Enrollment by Race 
White 88 63 15i 281 398 679 369 461 830 26.7% 
Black 8 9 17 9 31 40 17 40 57 1.8% 
Hispanic 13 7 20 11 11 22 24 18 42 1.4% 
Asian 11 2 13 7 11 18 18 13 31 1.0% 
Amer Ind/ Alaskan 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0.1 % 
Unknown 179 175 354 719 1068 1787 898 1243 2141 69.0% 
•' � '  ::·"""'·� ""· "'�,:�<�', / 299' ."'.��256 sss ''1029 ".1·:·1519 " 2548 "' i328 
. 
1775 
. . .  
3103 100.0% TOTAL 
' 
. ' 
• See Appeoclix, Note 16, 
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Art, & Science 
!!iii Men D Women I 
Theology Non-M,tricul1ted 
Graduate Students by Degree Type 
Non �-��.�;.;; ... �.�  











A&S·MA 17 .44%) 





• See Appendix, Note 16. 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 GRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by Major * 
Colle�e ofArts & Science 
FULL-TIME PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Total % 
119 
Asian Area Stds MA 5 
CorpfPublic Com MA 9 
English MA 6 
Jewish Cbrisln Std MA 0 
Mathematics MA 0 
Public Admin MPA 21 
Biology MS 2 
Chemistry MS 7 
Mathematics MS 0 
Microbiology MS 
Chemist PHD 6 
School of Business 
0 1 





























I I  15 












FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 






Mgt Info Systems MBA 




















Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 GRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by Major * 
College of Education & Hwnan Services 
FULL-Tli\lE PART-TIME TOTAL 
Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Total % 
Allied Health Ed MAE 0 0 '.,·. 'cl 1 ,�;/� 
Counselor Prep MAE 13 341;IP�1 10 
Elementary Ed MAE 4 12 ,,.,e, fg: 1 
Elem-Sec Admin MAE 2 o�!{:;� 3 
Gen Profess Ed MAE 9 2 ·; ·0'1! 49 
Psychological Stds MAE 4 1 1  'i. 15' 6 
Secondary Ed MAE 6 1 1  , ' :j� 9 
Stdt Personnel Svc MAE 2 2 
Elem-Sec Admin EdS I 0 .: 1 2 
Gen Profess Ed EdS 0 0 0 0 
Marriage & F amil EdS 3 7 10 18 
Secondary Ed EdS 2 3. 2 
School & Commty EdS 9 \;.)fl 4 
Elem-Sec Admin EdD 3 3 . : . II 33 
Higher Education EdD 0 ,<A; 6 
Child Clinical Psy PhD 4 ---�.'.:�·�:: :�-�- 17 
Counseling Psych PhD 4 :·t�.t{J�� 21 Marria e & Famil PhD 1 23 


















65 :; i:1""88: 
29 ·'it\�� 
16 ,.:· .-':'i't2Ji 
:� •:){�: 
24 :.,39: 




39 , ; . 60  
5 .,· 8 
;� ·i,·!� 
12. •:.•19 
4 1 ° \ < 5 9  
·---.� \\-i!� 


















FULL-TIME PART-TIME TOTAL 
Men Women Total Men Women Total i\len Women Total % 
Nursing Education MNE O 
Clio Spec: Adult MSN 
Clio Spec: Aged MSN 
Clio Spec: Child MSN O 
Clio Spec: Chldm MSN O 
Critcl Care Adult MSN O 
Critcl Care Child MSN O 
Critcl Care Nursin MSN O 
Nursing Admintr MSN O 
Nursing Education MSN O 
Non-Degree NM O 
Non-Matriculated NM O 
1 
.}itll 
0 0: ... , r; 0 0 . .  = \ -  1 0.0% 
9 0 24, , 24 33 ->�4 1.1  % v .. ;,.',�:- . 4 l 17 · ··--:, 18 2 21 23 0.7% 
0 
::,It�! 
0 2�:·:·����,:--�� 0 2: ,;2 0.1 % 
2 0 29.�J·,29 0 31 .. :0:N 1.0% 4 0 13 ,· :?t3: 0 17 0.5% 
0 o 0 5 5 0 5 • .  ,:.. 5 0.2% 
I. 0 I 0 2 2 0. 1% 
1  1  2  40 .. 42 2 41 43 1.4% 
0 0 0 1 0 l 0.0% 
2 2 0 14 14 0 16 16 0.5% 
t 2 45 2 44 . 46  1.5% 
• See Appeodix, Note 16. 
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FALL 1992 GRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment by Major * 
School of Theology 
121 
Catechetical Min MAM 
Health Care Min MAM 
Liturgical Ministr MAM 
Min Spiritual Dir MAM 
Youth Ministry MAM 
Biblical Studies MAT 
Christian Ethics MAT 
Ecclesial History MAT 
Jewisb-Cbristn Std MAT 
Systematic Theo! MAT 
Pastoral Min MDiv 
























0 0 4 4 
1 0 0 0 
1 2 3 .s 
1 0 6 6 
0 0 2. 2 
1 3 6 9 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
1 3 3 6 
0 1 2 
78 3 0 3 










4 4 0.1% 
0 1 0.0% 
4 ·  6  0.2% 
7 7 0.2% 
2 2 0.1 % 
7 JO 0.3% 
0 I 0.0% 
0 1 0.0% 
0 I 0.0% 
3 7 0.2% 
1 2 0.1% 
0 81 2.6% 
14 69 2.2% 
FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
l\len Women Total l\len Women Total Men Women Total % 
Non-Matriculated 
FULL-Tll\lE PART-Tll\lE TOTAL 
Men Women Total l\fen Women Total l\len Women Total % 
Non-Matriculated NM 11 12 23 181 343 524 192 355 547 17.6% 
%ofTotal . •  >. 
•  See  Appeodix, Note 16. 
9.6% 8.3% 33.2%- 49.0% . 
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FALL 1992 GRADUATE CLASS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment* 




Nursing (7 .12%) 
Education (25. 78%) 
Most Popular Majors 
Finance (8.15%) 






Coun11lg Psych (2.45%) 
Mgt Info Sys {2.45%) 
Taxation (2.61 %1 
Pastrt Min·Sem (2.61 %) 
Und Business (2.80%1 
Coun Prep 12.84%1 
El-Sc Adm·EdD (2,96%1 
Marketing 14.00%) 
Corp/Pbl Comm (4.58%) 
Gen Prf Ed·MA (4. 74%) Clin Spec-MSN (2.90%) 
Public Admin (6.06%) 
• See Appendix, Note 16. 
Other Majors (44.60%) 
Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment * 
Bnrollmens by Major 
Law JD 459 458 , 917. 214 1s9- . 403, 673 647 iL1320 99.5% 
Non-Matriculated NM 1 2 'j, 3 1 ,; · · 4· 4 3 .:" -. 7 0.5 % 
,r',JfflT"'"OT',.,.-,7i?'ffl,\'""''!0"f,,;1>;'r'.rt?:r?J·� � i'-�;t;,tL'�;i,5?'�,�«n�,irr.·:·9-2"'""0 r�)7"f2""1�7,i'ia'VR)f{;:;Y'"'--"190·,• l)}1}f:�'cf40"''7""'' !1:IBJ')\)6'"7"7":f{Yf:i,..'tt;... ""'6's'"o...,·':'°Q-(t'IV1''32' 7"·' '.''1\"i ... 1'oo'""""o'd?J 
:�J-1!, n.J:i',>:�-:-, '.., ,. 'y,tfDit,,>. ;�}:Y t�"'i.i..'.""lV�:JJ;;:,·it-:,·"tUV,�\;\� :.,. .Yi):·!f" . .,.;;;.,;.,_;,,,· .' ;' :. ,;,):..; �-t�i ,,:�t,1;:.,)�J:�. f$'i,,t, \�'.· • -A1 
• See Appeado:, Note 17. 
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FALL 1992 LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment * 











o,v 11'1 y, D•V 2nd Yr 01y 3rd Yr E'l'e 19t Yr 
llill Men 
Eve 2nd Yr 
Dwomen I 
Eve Jrd Yr Eve 4th Yr 








• See Appendix, Note 17. 
lilll Men Owomen I 
Amer lod/AIMkllf'I Unkr,own 
I 
l 
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Section 3 - Current 
FALL 1992 CREDIT HOUR ENROLLMENT & FTE 
Course Credits * & Student Credits ** 
Course Credit Hours 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATE & LAW 
Regular Disc Total Regular Disc Total TOTAL % 
125 
































• See Appeodix, Note 18. 
Student Credit Hours 
FULL-TIME PART-TIME TOTAL 
N Credits N Credits N Credits FTE 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 




Section 3 - Current 
BACHELOR IS DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
College ofArts & Science 
MALE FEMALE TOT AL 
Sub Sub 
Tot Wh Bl His Asu Al Unk Tot wu Bl His Asn Al Unk 
Arts & Humanities 
:ll 
Advertising Art BA 7 6 0 0 I 0 0 8 7 0 0 0 
Art History BA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Classical Stds BA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Communications BA 70 61 3 3 0 0 3 66 50 8 4 2 0 2 /:n,.1 
English BA 16 10 3 0 0 2 31 23 1 2 0 4 c''>.·47' 
Fine Arts BA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 l' 
Italian BA I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O ·  1; 
Liberal Stds BA 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 4 
Modem Lang BA 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 s 
Philosophy BA I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 1- 
Religious Stds BA 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2' 
Spanish BA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 3' 
�?hTSiiiuMXNifiE� "Tiioi ��ittJ 
i��1&J��Y�1f�i 
k}§ii' . };;;tl�01�§\�· �-- j,Oci\ 
' { ' .,,, .. 
Social & Beh vi oral Sci 
Asian Area Stds BA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 
Criminal Justice BA 24 16 2 2 1 0 3 17 14 3 0 0 0 
Economics BA 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
History BA 21 19 0 0 0 JO 8 0 1 1 0 
Political Science BA 34 32 1 0 0 0 28 16 3 3 2 0 
Psychology BA 27 24 0 2 1 0 0 47 40 4 0 0 0 ·74, 
Social Work BA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 8 2 1 0 0 0 11 
Social/Behav Sci BA I 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 · .. ' 3 
Sociology BA 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 -'· ,� .s, - ,  .  
,$-r.'.�·--�-� 
't117' �1:1J)[lji '-�� 'i;l,21; ��ti�� .. 1�1�tril1t���� 
�t'?238f \!?SOC &"lJEHAV S(I:J; 
2�1� fc1.i�\�T�(�f.�� :§.'-2;'7.>'::i< ,?W:',\\'if if�\1 ;Jf<2J$ \.c-JlOS /1U1*,'• ,fi23�\�'30 
Math & Sciences '".'.' 
Biology BS 23 19 0 0 1 1 2 20 15 2 2 0 0 
Cheroistry(ACS) BS 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 .·-<, ,:z· 
Chemistry BS 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 .+ 
Computer Scienc BS 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .2' 
Mathematics BS 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 " 4 
Physics BS I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
':ifAm &'SCIENCE ·'��31 �!(�;\��;:� �-:,:i�::�:;!:�� �t;:
1
��r����?-� 'f<'.'26 fi���t7{{��i�:.f�it:���:��:,��71�:�4 :ii��l . :,:,,·-;:,.··{;-·a.· \t. :-·. ,' :. . , ·.�· 'J?·�% :ti% .,/Jo oliColumn Total. ,, ·'.i'.:'6%'.".'. 0 % .  ·/O'i.:'.'i':10%'.\i 50'ii. ·I4'ii ,.,,,5%,,.,� • -5%,.,:,/7'1',-,, 0%,v .• ,v, .-.. .14% 
" 
• See Appeodix, Note 20. 
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BACHELOR I s  DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
School of Business 
l\lALE FEi\lALE TOT AL 
Suh Suh 




Mgmt & Ind Rel BSB 
Mgmt Info Sys BSB 
Marke tin 
BU 
68 52 4 3 2 0 7 46 42 0 2 0 I / ,1:14· 
4 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 
lfl 
76 63 0 4 3 0 6 27 20 2 3 0 
28 24 3 0 0 0 18 12 3 I 0 
15 I 0 0 8 4 I 0 
Colle�e ofEducation 
l\IALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Suh Suh 
Tot Wit Bl His Asn Al Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk 
Dev Disord-Elm BSE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 0 0 ,,: _ _ ·  11' ./1 -:._ ,  .. -. 
BSE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 27 0 0 I 0 I -'.' ·29. 
J 3 0 0 0 0 0 J 3 0 0 0 0 0 ��;>,ttf 
8 7 0 0 0 0 8 8 0 0 0 o�" ,d6 
•''"ll' �t1t���:li\' j!!f;�� 
. ,,.['!2-.,, ffi2$h�t-O 





Section 3 - Current 
BACHELOR I s  DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 




Arts & Humanities 
(21.58%) 
Social & Behav Sci 
(23.54%) 
Meth & Science 
(5.84%) 














Mgt & lndust'I Reis 
(4.55%) 
English (4.65%) 
Political Sci (6.13%1 Psychology (7.32%) 
Other Majors (13.85%) 
Criminal Justice 
(4.06%) 
Nursing - RN (2.47%) 
Elementary Ed (2.87 %) 
Nursing (2.97%) 
History (3.07%) 
• See Appendix, Note 20. 
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Section 3 - Current 
MAsTER IS DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
College ofArts & Science 
MALE FEMALE TOT AL 
Suh Sub 
Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk 
Asian Area Skis MA 5 1 0 0 1 0 3 4 1 0 0 0 0 3 9 
Corp/Pb! Comm MA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
English MA 5 1 0 0 0 0 4 6 5 0 0 0 0 1 . 1 1 '  
Jewish Chrstn St MA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 
Public Admin MPA 4 3 0 0 0 0 8 4 1 0 0 o 3 12 
Biology MS 5 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 
Chemistry MS 5 3 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 0 0 0 1 9 
Mathematics MS 1 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4 2 0 
-'��iit1:?�,:1f;�t!fsift{�!{ij1\[ ";�·31' 1::.:1��iii1:;::-·�""0 ,', :,%:i�j:-fN�, t*.'fi,t,;, ®t"1i0%·.:;1,.1;>-l5%/:)�.\<t� O�::fy,;,16'.'5' 1!:'10% 
School of BU,Siness 
l\lALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Suh Sub 
Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk 
Accounting MBA JO 7 0 0 0 2 13 8 0 0 1 0 4 23 
Economics MBA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Finance MBA 66 43 2 0 2 18 37 24 0 0 0 0 13 103 
Mgmt&lnd Rel MBA 8 4 0 0 0 0 4 9 7 0 0 0 0 2 17 
Mgmt Info Sys MBA 8 6 0 0 0 0 2 8 6 0 0 0 16 
Marketing MBA 18 12 1 0 0 4 25 19 0 0 0 0 6 43 
Quant Analysis MBA 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3. 
Taxation MST 25 9 0 0 0 0 16 12 4 0 0 0 0 8 37 
'TOTALBUSINESS'.ct·: "137 � ,83��i��?�::r��i��:Y:t;:;��,:::�;��-' :���;:���'.:46 '!06 ,:J.6���.:t:�:�-:j;};�;!�}:�t�l:t�l�{t[)r;;?f&it� ,#�;,2431 ·:.', ; ·:"<':',-,;,,\:')'"�')<' .. �<\.�·-'· ' . - ,  
53% 
· . .  
.% 0£Colwim.-Tota1· .. •;·.2··.··• ,.,61%:C,:50%'-"50%".' 50%,,'100% '43% 33% 46% , .: 0%·, . 0%'."· 67%·'.' · , .• , .e , 22% .': ·,;42%7 
L • See Appeactix, Note 10. 
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MAsTER IS DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
College of Education 
l\lALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Suh Suh 
Tot Wh Bl His Asn AI Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn AI Unk 
0 17 . 30 









0 0 2 7 
9 3 0 0 0 0 6 ,  
5  0  0  0  0  4  . .  
69 14 0 0 0 0 55 
12 3 2 0 0 0 7 
9 5 0 0 0 0 4 
4 3 0 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
12 7 0 0 0 0 5 
4 2 0 0 0 1 
2 26 0 0 0 1 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 2 0 0 0 0 4 
38 11 0 0 0 26 
5 3 0 0 0 0 2 
4 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 
Counselor Prep MAE 
Elementary Ed MAE 
Elem-Sec Admin MAE 
General Prof Ed MAE 
Psycholgc'l Stds MAE 
Secondary Ed MAE 
Stdnt Person'! Sv MAE 
Elem-Sec Admin EdS 
Marriage & Fam EdS 8 0 0 0 6 
School & Comm EdS I 1 0 0 0 0 0 
School of Nursing 
l\lALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Suh Suh 
Tot Wh Bl His Asn AI Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn AI Unk 
Nursinz Educ'n MNE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 
TOTAL NURSING:\ :0 0 ,;_,.� o. ,, . o· ,,-.: 0 0 0 ' 24  ·  ·  ·16<:, 0 






<,> ' > , • ,  '11.,i,'°''0% -H.- 0% '0% '0%'· 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 • 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 0 













































0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cl Spec; Adult MSN 
Cl Spec; Aged MSN 
Cl Spec; Child MSN 
Cl Spec; Chldn MSN 
Crtcl Care Adult MSN 
Crtcl Care Child MSN 
Crtcl Care Nursi MSN 
Nursing Admin MSN 
"' See Appeodix, Note 20. 
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Section 3 - Current 
MAsTER I S DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
School of Theology 
l\lALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Sub Sub 
Tot Wh Bl His Asn AI Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn AI Unk 
Catechetical Min MA 2 I I 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Church Mgmt MA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Liturgical Min MA I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 
Min Spirit'! Dir MA I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Youth Ministry MA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Biblical Studies MAT I I 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Systematic Theo! MAT I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Pastoral Min MD iv I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Past'! Min (Sent) MD iv 19 17 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 
TOT,ID.THEOLOGY. •.• 26 
ii\it!d�1:t,:::J�ft?J!ii�t:\;1':iti �1t�� (!jt�i��iil�iii; !J�\_:{:?G:{i}i}�:t�t\,, il#l�J �:tri��\f�i!ht�.tiitt ;{;)� .; ,,JO';I,· 
• See Appendix, Note 20. 
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Section 3 - Current 
MAsTER IS DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
All Students by Major 
Theology (5.37°..(,) Arts & Science 
Nursir.:;::! {..t.,t,�%.i !�f.1.4:�%.\ 
Education (37 .95°..(,) 
Most Popular Majors 
Mgmt Info Sys (2. 77%) 
Psychlog'I Stds (2.95%) 
Mgmt & lndst'I (2.95%) 
Past'! Min-Sem (3.29%) 
Marriage & Fam-EdS 
(3.47%) 
Accounting (3.99%) 
Counselor Prep (5.20%) 
Taxation (6.41 %1 
Marketing (7.45%) 
Finance (17.85%) 
• See Appendix, Note 20. 
f)1�=:ir Majors (25.13%) 
Gen Prof Ed-MAE 
(18.54%) 
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Section 3 - Current 
DOCTOR I s  DEGREES CONFERRED BY MAJOR 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
College of Education 
l\lALE FEMALE TOTAL 
Suh Suh 
Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Unk 
Elem-Sec Admin EdD 
Higher Educat'n EdD 
Child Clincl Psy PhD 
Counseling Psyc PhD 

















































• See Appeadix, Note 10. 
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Section 3 - Current 
LAW DEGREES CONFERRED 
July 1 ,  1991 to June 30, 1992 * 
• See Appendix, Note 20. 
FINANCES 
Section 4 - Finances 
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES VS EXPENSES 
Unrestricted and Restricted Funds (Dollars in Thousands) * 
JULY 1982 - JUNE 1983 JULY 1983 - JUNE 1984 
Unrestr Restr Total Unrestr Rcstr Total 
REVENUES 
Educational and General: 
Tuition and Fees 
Federal Grants and Programs 
State Grants and Programs 
Gifts and Private Grants 
Endowment Income 
Other Investment Income 
Other Sources 
37,873 173 2,045 814 220 1,587 967 
40,150 
95 1,871 665 183 1,545 1,289 
400 332 
234 '·1,523 
Total Education and General: 
Auxilary Activities: 
Contributed Services: 
43,679 3, 192 678 
9,360 53,039 .: 3 192 
··{';,'678' 
45,798 3,491 740 














Educational and General: 
EXPENSES 
l'.!�'J1�7V���;:;ri1���3�i� 1J.ff �;,�3-tirt.�;�9Js;'1fo%?);�;f;3(;0;:� J3X?.§,.�. l:f�'*-�s1,�1��lt��i�?§iir� ?.2�M · 
-_ \ ,�· ��J __ ,_·:�.;,� ' .  �--"·,-.,- :;: 
496;�::,(��:1� 22,065 454 :::�;5�i::i� 
:< ")16,414' 7,589 ;,i7,589. 2,197 "i,: '.f;2;191i 2,129 /2;129 
'.),06_4: 2,239 2 ,;2,241 . ·3,268 3,866 \l,866 . 4,376 4,430 4,430 _9,2741 3,074 6,560 .. , 9,634 430 150 193 / 343 
Total Education and Gereral: 
Auxilarv Activities: 
38,943 3,453 9,249 48,192 43,413 9,338 52,75! :'3;453 3,683 . ·,., ;;);683 
[I.;O'F',CS'EXPEN�'!;f;',�'f""•"'r'"'"·•� '·''"\l•'•@�!!ii·····,:r,;,,�,, -r- ,,51''64� ',i,·�7··096, •··V<'\• · 91338\l�·,. '56''434 t_c,__;,_..2__;_, __ ,_,, '" ,;��"' ',\\'.,w �f�}� $ifu5�- �.�Jf]'Jif,1'!!,0' ::. >',r,'.((,�:::,tc�;: lJ:.�\ '• ,:.., ••• ;,;i/1::\,S,� ,,. �.,t: ;;;:��?:'.�'f.'. 
Excess of Revenues Before .\, �:t:.-:::�,,;-: �,)\�->-, 
Transfers and Otherltems: 5,151 112i l/)°s',263 2,933 185 . .  '.3,118 
Interfund Transfers: (5,143) (120/ i. iS;263; (2,913) 51 .. , (2;862) 
;NE1f�'A,1'JG�JN{DJNDSf,),�'Wf-�1f� #lt�J[*�$8tif.-').�ft�·($8\��:�i�'Sf�SOf 11�1:?;r£.�c:.,·nf>;}?{Y.:'lf'::rw,1rt0�f1�$$256% 
,,......,'"" •• � �!., •. ...,.�.,_.:..�, ...... � .• -u=ii..1:oiill......',W/, �"�"-·.:..;li'J..::::. •. -,<c: .. it.,�J::t�� •. ,,}/� :-.,�"'-,· �,� ,t.:,.,.J.,:..,�"'IA"-�. �--I,;f,,:;:�,1 :<;. ,,.... .• ;l'lt,�"'- '...,-�. • ··"'" 
• See Appeqdix, Note 11. 
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES VS EXPENSES 
Unrestricted and Restricted Funds (Dollars in Thousands) * 
JULY 1984-JUNE 1985 JULY 1985 - JUNE 1986 




Educational and General: , . 
Tuition and Fees 44,027 . 44,921 46,130 46,130 
Federal Grants and Programs 62 3,635 3,697 64 3,617 3,681 
State Grants and Programs 2,277 4,921 , · 7,198 2,815 5,194 8,009 
Gifts and Private Grants 1,063 628 l,691 772 944 1,716 
Endowment Income 323 489 812 222 438 660 
Other Investment Income 1,479 1,479 1,492 1,492 
Other Sources 1,361 376 1,737 2,593 175 2,768 
Total Education and General: 50,592 10,049 60,641 54,088 10,368 64,456 
Auxilary Activities: 3,847 3,847 4,327 4,327 
Contributed Services: 792 792 740 740 
.!�Aft:RE;YJJtfflm��� �t}�I� ;·"�ili$..?.;b1.!::.:;��;i£!t!,.,M?2ll1�%};�_@! '*"'<:,_s91ss.;i"'.'!.,t11,110�68>,::s::« ,, s23 ;,.}i, .. ,,'S • 1.-�,...,,t.,-." ,.,,-,..<;..�.,;&,' � • ,.,. ,s,�·, , ,.1-,.,, . ,,,. , ,· 
EXPENSES 
' Educational and General: 
Instruction 23,004 327 23,331 23,322 322 23,644 
Institutional Support 8,671 516 · 9,187 11,918 537 12,455 
Sponsored Programs 1,031 1,031 1,592 1,592 
Libraries 2,372 2,372 2,430 2,430 
Student Services 4,110 4,110 4,127 4,127 
Physical Plant 5,014 5,014 4,954 4,954 
Student Aid 3,600 7,412 11,012 4,036 7,230 11,266 
Other 362 272 634 490 414 904 
Total Education and Gereral: 47,133 9,558 56,691 51,277 10,095 61,372 
Auxilarv Activities: 3,504 3,504 3,726 3,726 
�'!Q�AL � �'1y;,,��:��.:ti:s«Y�;� :,�§0�@7§;;;;)1�.JS8J,ttiit'!9.,!?.? i(<;:\:i)5S'003'i!W\.i:1ii10 095 · i ;; '65 098 ... �-�-�-.,"�·-�·;,�.,.;,.,, . 1..� '""'"�" .�,, . . .  ,,_., ,,,. 
Excess of Revenues Before 
Transfers and Other Items: 4,594 491 5,085 4,152 273 4,425 
Interfund Transfers: (6,002) (141). (6,143) (4, 146) (152) (2,862) 
Other Items: 1,525 1,525 
NET.CHANGE ll!I FUNDS"�· ,,:;.>< _,;;'}:.; ,.!I'.t�;:;_�_$,1S!L::_:;,;;�,::;"-}16I ;�::,;,/ '".� ;,;;}/, s121, _ . " $121 
• See Appendix, Note 21. 
Section 4 - Finances 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES VS EXPENSES 
Unrestricted and Restricted Funds (Dollars in Thousands) * 
141 
Educational and General: 
Tuition and Fees 
Federal Grants and Programs 
State Grants and Programs 
Gifts and Private Grants 
Endowment Income 
Other Investment Income 
Other Sources 
Total Education and General: 
Auxilary Activities: 
Contributed Services: 
48,575 59 3,124 1,016 362 1,260 3,167 57,563 5,945 765 
49,605 93 3,533 752 542 1,411 3,742 59,678 7,023 528 
::::::VE�fil:.4&1�0!,i:ill'&� �fl,!1'4�73£py!l;,,,J9.�86§�����s� �,:� �J&lk��.lli�!��
1
���,E� 
Edu:�:::�:d General: 24,447 • ,:'t��:.:C 22,887 275 l_�\._,,;.,, .• :\_:�\ii 
:����=�:o�:n:: 12.328 1.2;?·.�_�J_.t_-�2i�.I72'..1�9l' 10,898 1.:�! .;�1ttii)J{:6�· 
Libraries 2,644 85 ." 2,814 107 · '.}t),,;;,z 921 
!:Y�:1s;:� ::�;! �'.�;! ::�!� 3 •i'.J::�!� 
Student Aid 4,599 6,815 . ·'f(i14' 5,587 7,273 ff'iz;860 
Other 360 747 · J;,107 793 625 :; {,'.1,418 
Total Education and Gereral: 53,390 9,948�.-: .. '�?;13� 52,910 10,887 ,,,i,,:,,63_;79_7 
Auxila Activities: 5,035 i•Si035. 6,347 · :·:t;J{\:i;j47 
11l9!AI:1 EXPENSE-''·w·;;·,��:-, -': ,,,,.,,, . ,,, ' ""''fj_58''425"''"''""· 9�,-· •· -: ·"·118�73 ''1i.l\!S!l�zi'''·'·'' ·· ro�llS?:"'"�70'144 
�'� -���J� . � ... - .. �;t�),);'� �¢7,U��� �J· ._J P,f&Eft'&:_�' , .�!;������- :;.;�:-;��: � '��-- �-.;�{����1-,,.,,.,�t�t��:;� �- 
Excess of Revenues Before , ,:·;·:.·,; -, · · '\���}:;'·_ · . } 
Transfers and Other Items: 5,848 1,038,, ;;�;886 7,972 330 _,.};/�(\8,302 
Interfund Transfers: (S,822) (270), '.'.f <'fi;::69}) (7 ,931) (Hl6) �:�Y\'P;862)' 
Other Items: (13) 99) "'i·>X 112) 
�I�<;���,!M.:,mNQ�Jtli��-- .. ·�-i1\;� ,;0Jtti!t0t,�i iJfut!�ti...: .. '.\��t��!.�, �-/i'tf.gJf:·.�lJUi\�}�lfL� �i:i�i���J��: 
• See Appeodi.x, Note ll. 
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Section 4 - Finances 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES VS EXPENSES 
Unrestricted and Restricted Funds (Dollars in Thousands) * 
Educational and General: Tuition and Fees Federal Grants and Programs State Grants and Programs Gifts and Private Grants Endowment Income Other Investment Income Other Sources Total Education and General: Auxila Activities: 
55,107 109 4,007 1,433 702 1,858 5,287 68,503 9,327 12,243 , • sQ:746 · .  '-''' .9;327 
63,656 171 3,795 1,581 604 1,914 5,360 77,081 11,348 
-,;s:, :fi� 3, 881 ,, ,, ::, ,;A;QS2 
1 659 ,_;: ��',,rr454, 
' '::,· :'�� ' - · �  . ' 1,298', :,:c\2,879 846 .; ':< 1;450 
.: :) d,914 547: 5,907 14,231 .,': 91,312 ' '\,/,: 11,j43 
'.TOT�Y.ENUE�liii\t}�tW:��£[ ���7,,7;!P([&;'.lgt:t��--c�:!,}{ ,:0;073, �fff;��.88;42tJ,,J�;��?�1��-l��l0�660 
·::p:�:i:�� General: ' . -· ·=· ·-�,�!�l;1 - ----�� - -'.'.' :ir' t:·•: 
Instruction 20,564 818 '.it'i1�'3's1 22,436 1,691 t:f1,t!111i Institutional Support 14,538 1,662 ,A�:,;1:«1tw 15,061 l 503 ,;<>�\i})'fi;i".564 Research 79 495 "'!\\;Jj,'574 122 '919;:':/4'-./041' Public Service 222 127 ;)ct''JJ'349 441 406178 :,:.:,�_ .•• ,:.;�.:r;:8;,i66 .• 44!9 Academic Support 7,559 469 ,;,,'':·d,Iozs 8,238 Student Services 6,428 2,202 · . $\630, 7,208 2,359 ' \\9'.567 Physical Plant 3,989 ; · �;'989 5,285 , 5,285 Student Aid 5,810 6,809 12';619 7,226 7,506 ·''14',732 Total Education and Gereral: 59,189 12,582, .71,'.77t: 66,017 14,562 .'i80,�79 7,466 ' 7( 466  7,781 , , , , , ,7;781.  
•  See Appeo.diic:, Note 21. 
Section 4 - Finances 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES VS EXPENSES 
Unrestricted and Restricted Funds (Dollars in Thousands) * 
JULY 1990 - JUNE 1991 JULY 1991- JUNE 1992 




> '  Educational and General: 
•" 
Tuition and Fees 72,635 • ·12,635 81,293 81,293 
Federal Grants and Programs 109 4,431 4;540 160 4,434 4,594 
State Grants and Programs 3,365 6,909 .. 10,274 3,164 7,429 10,593 
Gifts and Private Grants 2,290 1,488 3,778 2,408 1,784 4,192 
Endowment Income 743 729· 1,472 773 814 1,587 
Other Investment Income 2,320 23 2,343 2,037 28 2,065 
Other Sources 5,209 627 5,836 5,508 1,104 6,612 
Total Education and General: 86,671 14,207 100,878 95,343 15,593 110,936 
Auxilarv Activities: 12,017 12,017 13,249 13,249 
1fil&� �i;��:.��>\���,:�Li�.iiti · �8 688 '!Q!!Z . ' 112 895 ;,c1os 592 .:<: '15 593 ····· 124'185 j{jj,f:y/ ��A,,,,.,���,tL .. �:;::;,;,,_ ,��'"""�il;� .. ,c<.'<:.,,� ,,_,.,,,. ,,.,:...,c"'"'"' ,4,,,4�h,'." '",._,: . .  v."''"''" .,,_{.,,�,'-<,:,�� ,- > '  "'" 
EXPENSES 
Educational and General: 
Instruction 24,851 1,028 25;87!1 26,962 1,178 28,140 
Institutional Support 16,665 694 ', .. 17,359 19,180 657 19,837 
Research 126 979. ,1;105 152 1,008 l,160 
Public Service 468 190 658 424 211 635 
Academic Support 9,286 201 9,487 10,243 234 10,477 
Student Services 8,631 2,800 11,431 8,890 2,638 11,528 
Physical Plant 3,358 3,358 4,990 4,990 
Student Aid 8,415 8,255 16,670 10,011 9,053 19,064 
Other 70 70 65 65 
Total Education and Gereral: 71,870 14,147 86;017 80,852 15,044 95,896 
Auxilarv Activities: 10,405 10,405 10,954 10,954 
!PT�:����'.,� ;.��L��;:;,�  � fl�.B2�1s;p,&�th£��1"1,,:���Ji&;���  0tii,E9f�S06:· ,:.\J:15�044s;.,:•,;:,;t06,8SO 
Excess of Revenues Before 
Transfers and Other Items: 16,413 60 16,473 16,786 549 17,335 
Interfund Transfers: 116,384) 116) 116,400) 116,760) ISO (16,610) 
:�'.r�Q�!Nl�§���\:/:�;_\:fr�;;�J: t����2�'b;,:� ;�;�1;�)Sii�\J"�z��; .t\;t',:::::r0, �:\1T,;'�{;h �99_:"; :·:, ._:};i,$7zs:� 
• See Appeoduc, Note 21. 
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Section 4 - Finances 
1991-92 UNIVERSITY BUDGET 
Revenues and Expenses * 
Restricted & Unrestricted Revenues 
Auxilary Activities 
Other Sou��!<!!;!: 
0th lnvastm't Income 
Endowment Income 
Gifts and Private Grants 
State Grants and 
Programs 
Federal Grants end 
Programs 
Tuition end Fees 





Public Service . Research 
Acadom,c Support 
• See Appendix, Note 21. 
1:F.::iiruction 
��titutional Support 
Section 4 - Finances 
REVENUES AND EXPENSES BEFORE TRANSFERS 
Fiscal Years 1982-83 to 1991-92 * 
Restricted & Unrestricted Funds 











1882·83 1983-84 1884-86 1985·86 1986-87 1887-88 1988-89 1889·90 1980-91 
Fiscal Year 
REVENUES • " • • • • I EXPENSES 
• 
1991-92 
• See Appeo.dix, Note 21. 
ALUMNI 
Section 5 - Alumni 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF ALUMNI 
by State * 
UNDERGRAD GRADUATE LAW UNKNOWN TOTAL % 
Alabama 24 3 6 1 34 0 . 1% 
Alaska 6 0 5 0 1 1  0.0% 
Arizona 78 21 21 13 133 0.3% 
Arkansas 3 2 0 0 5 0.0% 
California 481 100 78 59 718 1.4% 
Colorado 66 12 13 7 98 0.2% 
Connecticut 420 78 45 42 585 1.2% 
Delaware 49 20 5 12 86 0.2% 
Dist of Columbia 43 7 20 3 73 0 . 1% 
Florida 703 195 115 66 1,079 2.1 % 
Georgia 132 22 16 6 176 0.3% 
Hawaii 19 3 2 0 24 0.0% 
Idaho 3 1 0 0 4 0.0% 
Illinois 103 23 19 7 152 0.3% 
Indiana 31 9 5 5 50 0.1 % 
Iowa 1 1  2  1  3  17 0.0% 
Kansas 20 5 4 0 29 0 . 1% 
Kentucky 22 1 1  2  0  35 0 . 1% 
Louisiana 9 6 2 3 20 0.0% 
Maine 34 15 5 5 59 0.1 % 
Maryland 274 52 33 35 394 0.8% 
Massachusetts 259 77 31  18 385 0.8% 
Michigan 67 28 3 5 103 0.2% 
Minnesota 30 8 4 2 44 0 .1  % 
Mississippi 4 0 2 1 7 0.0% 
Missouri 34 10 10 5 59 0 . 1% 
Montana 2 1 1 0 4 0.0% 
Nebraska 9 2 3 2 16 0.0% 
Nevada 17 3 6 2 28 0.1 % 





Section 5 - Alumni 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF ALUMNI 
by State* 
UNDERGRAD GRADUATE LAW UNKNOWN TOTAL % 
New Hampshire 65 16 7 14 102 0.2% 
New Jersey 24,032 8,227 6,092 2,582 40,933 81.0% 
New Mexico 1 1  3  2  1  17 0.0% 
New York 1,277 507 322 187 2,293 4.5% 
North Carolina 143 40 14 12 209 0.4% 
North Dakota 0 0 0 1 1 0.0% 
Ohio 139 25 11  10 185 0.4% 
Oklahoma 13 1 1 3 18 0.0% 
Oregon 14 10 4 3 31 0.1% 
Pennsylvania 591 260 154 81 1,086 2 . 1% 
Puerto Rico 14 10 0 1 25 0.0% 
Rhode Island 37 7 4 10 58 0.1% 
South Carolina 71 19 4 1 1  105 0.2% 
South Dakota 1 2 0 1 4 0.0% 
Tennessee 33 5 3 3 44 0.1 % 
Texas 174 40 27 12 253 0.5% 
Utah 3 2 2 0 7 0.0% 
Vermont 41 16 7 7 71 0 . 1% 
Virgin Islands 3 0 0 0 3 0.0% 
Virginia 287 73 53 23 436 0.9% 
Washington 59 9 10 2 80 0.2% 
West Virginia 8 5 1 1 15 0.0% 
Wisconsin 24 8 3 3 38 0.1 % 
Wyoming 3 0 0 0 3 0.0% 
Foreign 66 25 4 3 98 0.2% 
Unknown 3 2 3 0 8 0.0% 
.TQl�,;}Wii�;fE,. :):;;''.'.�9;�?:,'.:1<"::'i*!�fg�,�:t,i:;li�,i:J1ll�;J}i��1i��il�l�1��,b,��l�f'��t�d;;;:t'�1��1 
, %,of.T,otal". &"f4@'l;fp '"'''' ,,",-,59.5%- ,.,, ,, ,'-j;,;)9.8%, ,,i::,,· ,,,., 14.2%·,,.\;,,,,,,.,,,;,,:.c, 6.5%,," -. , .,  "' 100,0%,,··v" ·'·'"-,; .,,, ,, >""'d 
_,_.,.,.�. i..= � .,.,.. . -��..,��'._._:,:,�� . -�v..; .• ......,1/. • -.,.:;.;:,"""• · , •• \K ,. ·,�, ... �"'"'-'-""'..,_;.,.;,m.,.;;.,,<�;�v,,.�N,* ••. ,,.,..,,,..,;.;3.:;,..,:,J,,Jof�'4<A,:; • ._::,c;}i;' 
• See Appendix, Note 22. 
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GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF ALUMNI 
by State* 
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IJ of Alumni 
o, to 10 
filIIl] 1 0 to 50 
�so la 100 
� 100 la 250 
• See Appendix, Note 22. 
... 
111250 la 500 
�500to 1000 
• 1000 lo 3000 
• JOOO lo 41000 
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Section 5 - Alumni 
UNIVERSITY FUND RAISING 
Five Year History** 
University Fund Raising 
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 
University Annual Fund 
Law School Annual Fund 
















• Figure includes gifts & pledges. 
Donor Participation 
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 
University Annual Fund 6,553 8,130 8,161 6,869 8,108 
Law School Annual Fund 1,105 1, 181 1,185 1,074 1,208 
Seminary Annual Fund 1,040 1,158 1,014 1,030 751 
Capital Endowment • 303 100 655 629 
* Figure includes gifts & pledges. 
•• See Appendix, Note 23. 
Section 5 - Alwnni 
UNIVERSITY FUND RAISING ** 
University Fund Raising for 1991-92 
Univ Annual Fund 
(19.47%) 
law Ann Fund (1.28%) 
Sem Ann Fund (1.00%) 
Capital Endowment 
{46.77%) 
Donor Participation 1991-92 
Capital Endowment 
153 
Seminary Ann;;#. h.n:i 
(7.02%) 
Law Annual Fund 
1 11 .29%) 
i..:E'li·�' Annual Fund 
;j:f5.80%) 
•• See Appendix, Note 23. 
FACULTY & EMPLOYEES 
Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FULL-TIME FACULTY BY RANK, TENURE & SALARY 
Fall 1982 to Fall 1992 (Main Campus & Law School) * 
l\lALE FACULTY FEMALE FACULTY TOTAL FACULTY 
Average Percent Average Percent Average Percent 
N Salary Tenured N Salary Tenured N Salary Tenured 
Fall 1982 ** 
Professor 72 $32,496 93% 11 $28,516 100% 83 $31,968 94% 
Assoc Prof 60 27,210 88% 23 23,951 96% 83 26,307 90% 
Asst Prof 76 22,047 38% 53 20,918 30% 129 21,583 35% 
Instructor 10 18,867 20% 24 16,369 0% 34 17,104 6% 
�:;�:.��TOTAL'ST:'�'·� i'IIJfgl""'01z/j'77.i:i:"'::'�'"'69% '""1ff:Cil•1''"'si'�,1;r··,, °''''44'-· f'it'329\'!lCJ$2,4:932; ,7:;,;ri,I %, •.s' -; -"' •; ,, ,�(-,/, •!,'., ,:,,., •/ .. •/ 1 >'·<·. ,  % 
Fall 1983 ** 
Professor 73 $36,443 92% 12 $32,800 92% 85 $35,928 92% 
Assoc Prof 71 30,199 75% 24 27,331 92% 95 29,475 79% 
Asst Prof 67 24,776 43% 52 23,143 31 % 119 24,062 38% 
Instructor 6 21,970 33% 16 18,333 0% 22 19,325 9% 
Lecturer 1 14,125 0% - . . 1 14, 125 0% 
"9,;�rTOTAI.Jff�:':� �:£J218�l\�fi.l0�23�� �11V69i' ::Jrttoi� �:S24,484�;�;r;1�47% 
C:;t,:';';�'.!�z.'" ·'.� ,�"''71 ,�'(:", :,'< "2\'�F<�"-"�f,t<�/.,.,•�«: 
•,m-322>c/k·>$28 437?;1,in,i:·62%' 
'>",c- l(...t,...._,,-,,,,s,.� , ,,:;.>,· ��,; J 
Fall 1984 ** 
Professor 71 $38,796 100% 12 $35,043 100% 83 $38,254 100% 
Assoc Prof 76 31,698 92% 22 26,676 86% 98 30,570 91% 
Asst Prof 68 23,937 54% 48 24,804 31 % 116 24,296 45% 
Instructor 8 24,965 13% 18 20,397 6% 26 21,802 8% 
Lecturer 1 15,500 0% 1 12,000 0% 2 13,750 0% 
Other 1 17,250 0% . - . 1 17,250 0% 
. ·'.'.�('�iOTAI:T";-�,:--· ''�22f'�c:_"'iJi:ii:P?-""'.soi ,,:,r..-i>/l>•r"'"',.'"·I�·m�:""�,,.-,,··.-w·=·:<�·. '"':<:-'.,�M'""""'i"'<� ."?f'J;�'-(J<V',�.�,.,,.,:,,"�\•"c',."·'"', ","'""'?'.'."!�,�<.;'' , ,,� : 101 '". ::·$25,516 · '. ;-;47% C-"326i'.tf: :$29,451' t.,,;Yi,9%1 
Fall 1985 ** 
Professor 66 $40,559 100% 1 1  $40,245 100% 77 $40,514 100% 
Assoc Prof 77 33,627 75% 22 32,705 100% 99 33,422 81 % 
Asst Prof 73 27,770 40% 41 26,841 29% 114 27,436 36% 
Instructor 3 25,033 33% 10 20,720 0% 13 21,715 8% 
Lecturer 1 12,000 0% . . . 1 12,000 0% 
'\;:r�TOT'Xt":',77·f·� �·\;s,a,y��1��si3':'·s:?!l;F;'70% trr.��84t?)�$2�404"'!£�!J :54%' �3Mr?':�;:,:1,SJ2·)roJ�-�;f1?1�,s%1 "�f2 ·]-(c;�,; J, <".c')/C; ··�'  
Fall 1986 ** 
Professor 57 $42,874 98% 12 $37,271 100% 69 $41,900 99% 
Assoc Prof 71 35,517 82% 20 34,592 75% 91 35,314 80% 
Asst Prof 57 29,251 40% 34 26,957 32% 91 28,394 37% 
Instructor 7 26,362 14% 9 22,131 0% 16 23,982 6% 
Other 2 20,200 0% 4 27,750 0% 6 25,233 0% 
.:;:;;TOT AL":r•:;,t� '"'T94-:.:fSJ5;349,.�ry;:,:,fi ":'!.99'\1;i?,Tz9;94"f:''.;'.DJ:48% ;'.�I1.fs':t[:s:f:(1si;'':;'�i')FP6<f'%] 
•• Main Campus Only 
• See Appeodix, Note 24. 
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Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FULL-TIME FACULTY BY RANK, TENURE & SALARY 
Fall 1982 to Fall 1992 (Main Campus & Law School) * 
l\IALE FACULTY FEMALE FACULTY TOT AL FACULTY 
Average Percent Average Percent Average Percent 
N Salary Tenured N Salary Tenured N Salary Tenured 
Fall 1987 
Professor 87 $51,009 94% 11 $44,906 100% 98 $50,287 95% 
Assoc Prof 73 37,890 86% 29 37,722 83% 102 37,839 85% 
Asst Prof 64 30,920 45% 30 28,000 30% 94 29,864 40% 
Instructor 6 27,087 17% 5 24,772 100% 11 25,930 9% 
Lecturer 1 55,428 0% 2 19,489 0% 3 31,469 0% 
Other 14 40,165 21 % 6 28,190 0% 20 33,633 15% 
0�XTOT1i;'t'.�;�;- :'-":?24S"'�:�;·�$4i�'0831.���3%' ,�11T83�"�$3�Y�r��;r.r::J�J% ��287�'.Zf�t'ffi:S9i�,t;1f1;5;;:68%{ 
Fall 1988 
Professor 89 $54,954 94% 11 $46,512 100% 100 $53,976 95% 
Assoc Prof 75 41,163 87% 29 40,537 83% 104 40,978 86% 
Asst Prof 72 33,127 42% 32 30,026 25% 104 32,071 37% 
Instructor 9 24,648 11 % 7 26,709 0% 16 25,610 6% 
Lecturer 1 59,862 0% 2 24,084 0% 3 36,010 0% 
Other 16 45,945 13% 11 34,108 0% 27 38,711 7% 
�1:�1:T�rr��'ft}$'.fr1 >�")L'-,"i'�:.tfdi;:.t"f.�67-s'"?}*t&t-t:7=0,;F �MW'tTI� ·$3s' �1..;· . :,,JH-4:\1·4' ,�. �,,..3.,.,ffl8�}:'�A�1,'."'\�23�·=1;�f1PJGflL',fn}',,1 








87 $57,561 91 % 
72 42,252 83 % 
62 35,166 37% 
11 29,141 0% 
8 49,724 0% 
--240 ----$46.091f'"-\'.'6li% 
14 $55,458 100% 101 $58,409 94% 
29 42,218 86% 101 42,242 84% 
38 32,228 18% 100 34,249 30% 
12 28,797 0% 23 28,962 0% 
8 38,085 0% 16 43,904 0% 
' " 46%' '341.·· 
� '  �- 
101 $.18,571 . $43.869' - . .  62%\ 
Fall 1990 
Professor 80 $64,367 98% 14 $64,934 100% 94 $64,451 98% 
Assoc Prof 73 47,870 84% 27 48,445 93% 100 48,026 86% 
Asst Prof 58 39,207 33% 47 37,228 17% 105 38,322 26% 
Instructor 10 29,922 0% 6 30,393 0% 16 30,098 0% 
Other 4 56,750 0% 2 48,500 0% 6 54,000 0% 
��!f�TOTE� :1r£ii)T-j1F�$50l63� % ;r:r96�iiln'ff� 49% !�?32i��X:�Jfs:·g79'l}?;�;f;i4%'.l 
Fall 1991 
Professor 78 $68,851 96% 15 $67,174 100% 93 $68,580 97% 
Assoc Prof 77 51,262 84% 33 51,079 88% 110 51,207 85% 
Asst Prof 63 40,727 29% 45 41,040 13% 108 40,857 22% 
Instructor 7 35,018 14% 3 28,544 0% 10 33,076 10% 
Other 8 53,489 0% 7 40,068 0% 15 47,226 0% 
·r:-
0
:'rmAt� (JflTfJ::"''.ls:fs§o"''�t:768"% '�:;1ro-:::-:�$41:6'.Jrr.,;1J7tii'9% ��33,:,::z:ss1:n2: ·t�riiiil 
• See Appendix, Note 24. 
Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FULL-TIME FACULTY BY RANK, TENURE & SALARY 
Fall 1982 to Fall 1992 (Main Campus & Law School) * 
MALE FACULTY FEMALE FACULTY TOTAL FACULTY 
A veruge Percent A ,·erai:e Percent A, erage Percent 
N Salary Tenured N Salary Tenured N Salary Tenured 
Fall 1992 
Professor 78 $71,368 99% 16 $70,234 100% 94 $71,175 99% 
Assoc Prof 78 53,926 85% 39 52,284 82% 117 53,379 84% 
Asst Prof 67 42,069 27% 42 39,593 12% 109 41,115 21 % 
Instructor 4 38,422 25% 7 34,797 0% I I  36,115 9% 
Other 8 51,271 0% 9 43,363 0% 17 47,084 0% 
��tTOTAElt:;Iif $if2.351�$5�98011\�6f'i' �lriB�;irS48--r:'151�1�47� l�i\48�7fi�SSJ1 9R:�!\lif%-1 
Average Salary 
$80,000 




. . . .  
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--- -- 
19tl2 1983 1984 1986 1988 1987 1988 19tl9 1900 1991 1992 
Fall Semesters 
.. _ .. _ .......•... WOMEN 
TOTAL 
• 
1 · · - · · · · M E N  
•  See  Appendix, Note 24. 
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Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FALL 1992 FULL-TIME FACULTY 
by College, Sex, Rank & Salary * 
ASSOC ASST ALL 
PROFESSOR PROFESSR PROFESSR INSTRUCTR OTHER FACULTY 
Average Average Average Average Average Average 
N Salary N Salary N Salary N Salary N Salary N Salary 
Aris & Science 
Men 40 $59,898 42 $47,792 38 $36,833 2 $31,150 4 $36,488 126 $47,707 
Women 7 $56,696 14 $43,009 23 $34,791 3 $29,979 5 $35,334 52 $39,727 
TOTAL 47 . $59 .421 . 56 . $46.596 61 $36.063 s ·  $30.447 9 $35.847 178 $45.376 
Business 
Men 15 $65,409 17 $56,504 19 $49,007 2 $45,695 1 **** 54 $55,789 
Women 0 - 6 $55,123 4 $52,482 1 **** - - 11 $52,606 
TOTAL 15 $65.409 23 $56.143 23 $49.612 · 3  $43.130 1 •••• 65 $55.251 
Education 
Men 6 $58,557 1 1  $52,356 4 $39,159 - - - - 21 $51,614 
Women 3 $56,394 4 $48,401 4 $37,936 - - - - 11 $46,776 
TOTAL 9 $57.836 15 $51101 8 $38.547 - - - - 32 $49.951 
Nursing 
Men - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Women 1 ............ 9 $52,583 8 $36,983 2 $30,000 - - 20 $45,195 
TOTAL 1 •••• 9 $52.583 · 3  $36.983 · 2  $30.000 - . 20 $45.195 
Theology 
Men - - - - 2 $32,216 - - - - 2 $32,216 
Women - - 1 **** - - - - - - 1 ............ 
TOTAL - - 1 •••• 2 $32,216 - . - . 3 $33.942 
Main Campus 
Men 61 $61,121 70 $50,625 63 $40,506 4 $38,422 5 $38,871 203 $50,108 
Women 1 1  $58,259 34 $48,150 39 $37,378 6 $31,323 5 $35,334 95 $43,161 
. �·�·TOTAL ,. '''.;":;' �:rzt:'.$66;684� T04',sif"s1,r Tor-13§:JTo" 7To7'$:!4]°6:f �To"'"fl1:tot 298' '. $47.894 '. 
Law School 
Men 17 $108,136 8 $82,815 4 $66,680 - - 3 $71,937 32 $93,230 
Women 5 $96,580 5 $80,392 3 $68,391 1 ............ 4 $53,400 18 $75,515 
TOTAL 22 $105,509 13 $81.883 7 $67.413 l •••• 7 $61144 50 $86.853 
Total University 
Men 78 $71,368 78 $53,926 67 $42,069 4 $38,422 8 $51,271 235 $55,980 
Women 16 $70,234 39 $52,284 42 $39,593 7 $34,797 9 $43,363 113 $48,315 
TOTAL 94 $71.175. 117 $53.379 109 $41.115 11 $36.115 17 $47.084 348 $53.491: 
••+-. Average Salary of only one person is not reported. 
• See Appendix, Note 25. 
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Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FALL 1992 FULL-TIME FACULTY 
by Rank & Tenure * 
l\lALE FEl\lALE 
Sub Sub 
TOT AL Tot Wit Bl His Asn AI Tot Wit Bl His Asn AI 
Tenured 
Professors 93 77 65 I 4 7 0 16 16 O O O O 
Assoc Prof 98 66 54 5 2 4 I 32 26 3 O 3 0 
Asst Prof · 23 18 IS 2 0 I O 5 4 I O O O 
Instructors 1 1 0 0 O O O O O O O O 
Other O O O O O O O O O O O O O 
!j��Siifl'bffl'�!��1 ??,'\\\;�'215 �t!/162� Jthl35��'.:,;;3r/�f�f'6'.:'.\,l:��ll�t/B??-ti !�t�r531 ;��'1!46t�,1�;;;��S'tOY?f:Px:�· ��::,;�:i;"-O! 
Non-Tenured 
On Track 
Professors 1 1 0 0 0 0 O O O O O O 
Assoc Prof 17 11 6 I O 4 0 6 6 O O O O 
Asst Prof 80 . 46 34 4 I 7 O 34 31 O 2 O 
Instructors 5 1 I O O O O 4 4 O O O O 
Other O O O O O O O O O O O O O 








' See Appendix, Note 25. 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 
6 3 2 0 0 I 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 
5 2 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 
17 8 8 0 0 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 
. 30 =u /"."13� •. o '  O '.  ' , 't;. ' : ' :O  . '. ' 1 6  ''"!'''i6 ;'7?0:c:,c1ci;ir:t�: o ·::· 6! 
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Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 












Am & Sci 
Tenure Status of Faculty 
Other (8.62°.b) 
$86,863 
Non-Tenured on Track 
(29.60%) 
Tenured (61.78%) 
• See Appendix, Note 25. 
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Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FALL 1992 FULL-TIME EMPWYEES 
by Occupation & Salary Class (Main Campus & Law School) * 
l\lALE FEMALE 
Suh Suh 
TOTAL Tot Wh Bl His Asn Al Tot Wit Bl His Asn Al 
FaculJy 
Below $20,000 
$20,000 • 24,999 
25,000 • 29,999 
30,000 • 34,999 
35,000 - 39,999 
40,000 - 44,999 
45,000 - 54,999 
55,000 + 
·;s,TOTAi:;'"., r: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 3 3 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 
41 21 17 1 1 2 0 20 18 0 I 1 0 
36 16 15 I 0 0 0 20 17 2 I 0 0 
34 25 20 3 I I 0 9 8 0 0 1 0 
98 72 54 4 2 11 1 26 25 0 0 I 0 
131 98 81 4 3 10 0 33 30 2 0 I 0 
348 ';;iJS . . .  ·  190·" .. ::' 13 
.. , 
7!·":'"24:; . · 1 c'113 ;,��·i'OJ�r;,;x�, 4;:11,7�:�-:r2·:�t?;:;?i:0rr;J�.Ol 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 4 2 I 0 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 
39 30 27 0 3 0 0 9 6 3 0 0 0 ·••,u;48 
:,::fC.34 · 1�?29"f".:'{'}i'ft?:":;"'j":,m{f!�1.��\:�:�' 0 =ra 1{,;:711r: !�£'�t"£'SP\Fr�!�02tt'f:'?(tW)�:J1IfOJ, 
8 4 3 I 0 0 0 4 2 I I 0 0 
25 9 6 0 3 0 0 16 11 3 I I 0 
49 12 9 2 I 0 0 37 30 6 I 0 0 
42 12 8 4 0 0 0 30 25 4 0 I 0 
36. 17 12 2 3 0 0 19 17 0 2 0 0 
20 JO 8 I 0 I 0 JO 10 0 0 0 0 




$20,000 • 24,999 
25,000 - 29,999 
30,000 • 34,999 
35,000 • 39,999 
40,000 - 44,999 
45,000 - 54,999 
55,000 + 
��:ftTOTAI::71�·:?� .. ,, 
Service/Support 
Below $20,000 
$20,000 • 24,999 
25,000 - 29,999 
30,000 - 34,999 
35,000 - 39,999 
40,000 • 44,999 
45,000 • 54,999 
55,000 + 13 9 7 0 I 1 0 4 3 0 0 1 0 
:� mrrr{1�:!--� I'.?:'",, \:\21, � "far t��,i�tfn��V:� l'iz��fi �:f1Js ;s)�110:i'1�!1nsY·10::ti'���rt�I??:1�oi 
Secretarial/Clerical 
Below $12,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O · O 
$12,000 - 15,999 1 1 I O O O O O O O O O O 
16,000 - 19,999 67 9 4 5 0 0 0 58 26 26 5 I O 
20,000 • 24,999 128 7 3 3 I O O 121 74 37 8 2 0 
25,000 - 29,999 33 1 I O O O O 32 26 3 2 I O 
30,000 + 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 0 
�'{ -u�� 7 l":::'::�,:�:23s �1•9.��1,�:1:t{ffi�:m�o �" �T1J2� � � 11;Jztsu!�;::��, 
• See Appendix, Note 26. 
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Section 6 - Faculty & Employees 
FALL 1992 FULL-TIME EMPWYEES 
by Occupation & Salary Class (Main Campus & Law School) * 
l\lALE FEMALE 
Sub Sub 




$12,000 - 15,999 
16,000 - 19,999 
20,000 - 24,999 
25,000 - 29,999 
30,000 + hw···,"c 
:c-r:r�TOTAi./�;���YI� · :: -: . .  
Skilled Croft 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 9 3 1 5 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 
18 12 9 0 3 0 0 6 5 0 0 1 0 
f''�" 
��2'.t �:;r·t3\'",{·.�,
11������,·,i·.,s'.:: ,r;,�-o?:<r}�'O 7�:·;r;:=!i t7t1f S';S��J-'O{}�rtt· O)? :.� .1�7J:/:�:;!::'"Of ..31 
'" . : 
Below $12,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
$12,000 - 15,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16,000 - 19,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20,000 - 24,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25,000 - 29,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30,000 + 29 29 27 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
·�- ····-� ,r��.1.;1.z9 �- -��?';fu271'"t4r,'?&, :,t;.,.,,'t¥1t·o��4w1·on"'v.v�0 """"""(ii 
';'.."iirtt.P:Q' 's'i\?;�,��l,t-¥ijff�fjf/ffot�{i1 ;::'*'TOT,UPi.'i,--"� · � ttx@':,;§.'z. ' -2!! �q,::.t,,;: ,:lir,��.:.:{ ->�lt,?,#J,;1. /}.,;6� :/iJ.efJ:7, ,.,�,, ' n , «: °t,: "1  {;ii;i;i:i! ' \.�.A'!:{ i:f_ • t--...JK4w. <,,Jtf�'.;. i:J."�:4,.t,;z,.,_ �,a;.·i..·.," ,,,,¢_,if.:;Jy • .  
Service/Maint 
Below $12,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
$12,000 - 14,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15,000 - 17,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18,000 - 24,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25,000 + 24 24 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. -��::�TOTE�··:,";�"- . �··",' . 24 {ir::24- ;7-:::1r··::;c':I�"�·: o,·:· ''7"o:�·t-:-o 't':,':;7l {;7:�o·_{j1��:; tl;\/,J�-; o: /.:::· -::·o??',)'\·o; '. 1 �- 
• See Appendix, Note 26. 
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Technical 1 O O O O O O 1 
Skilled Craft O O O O O O O O 
Maintenance O O O O O O O O 
• See Appendix, Note 26. 
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Full-Time Employees 
Maintenance (2.58%) 
Skillod Craft (3.11 %) 






Faculty (37 .38%) 
� .. .,, .. ,::,�l:-Je (5.16%) 
Grad Assist (30.13%) 
Faculty (62.96%) 
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Section 8 - Appendix 
NOTES AND SOURCES 
1. A BRIEF HISTORY (Page 4) - taken from 1992-93 Undergraduate Bulletin p.4-6. 
2. HISTORICAL MILESTONES (Pages 5-10) - taken from the 125th Anniversary Brochure 
produced by the Office of Publications and updated annually. 
3. BOARD OF TRUSTEES (Page 11) - Provided by the Office of Board Affairs as of 
November 1992. 
4. BOARD OF REGENTS (Page 12-13) - Provided by the Office of Board Affairs as of 
November 1992. 
5. PAST PRESIDENTS (Page 16) - taken from the 125th Anniversary Brochure produced by 
the Office of Publications and updated appropiately. 
6. STUDENT ENROLLMENT STATISTICS (Pages 21-48) - compiled from data currently 
in the University's SIS (Student Information System) system. Excluded from the enrollment 
numbers are students in Special Programs, mainly Project Acceleration. Data reported include all 
undergraduate, graduate and professional students defined as follows: 
a)Urukrgraduaie students are both Matriculated and Non-Matriculated students. 
Matriculated students have applied for admission to a degree program, either for a 
Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science. Non-Matriculated students have not applied 
for admission to a degree program and are enrolled for a maximum of 18 credits. A 
full-time undergraduate student is taking 12 or more credits in the fall/spring semester, 
and a part-time undergraduate student is taking less than 12 credits in the fall/spring 
semester. 
b) Graduate students are those students who already hold an undergraduate degree and are 
taking credits at the post-baccalaureate level. They can be enrolled either in degree 
programs, in continuing education courses, in non-degree certificate programs, or as 
non-matriculated students. A full-time graduate student is taking 9 or more credits in 
the fall/spring semester, and a part-time graduate student is taking less than 9 credits in 
the fall/spring semester. 
c) Law students are those enrolled in programs leading toward a first-professional degree 
in the field of Law (J.D.). A full-time Law student (Day) is taking 15 credits in the fall/ 
spring semester, and a part-time Law student (Evening) is taking less than 15 credits in 
the fall/spring semester. 
Please also note that all fiscal year totals on enrollment are duplicated headcounts, i.e., a student 
would be counted once for each semester in attendance in the given year. 
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7. COURSE CREDIT HOUR ENROLLMENT (Pages 49-_66) - compiled from data currently 
on SIS. Data reported includes all undergraduate, graduate, and law credit hours offered from 
each of the colleges excludin& Project Acceleration classes. 
8. DEGREES A WARDED (Pages 67-72) - compiled from IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data Systems) reports filed annually with the NJ Department of Higher Education for 
years 1979-80 to 1986-87 and from current information on SIS for years 1987-88 to present. 
9. APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS DATA (Pages 73-80) - compiled from IPEDS reports 
filed annually with NJ Department of Higher Education for years 1980 to 1985 and from data 
currently on SIS for years 1986 to present. The number of applications received, number of 
students accepted and number of students enrolled does not include any non-matriculated students. 
10. AVERAGE SAT SCORES (Pages 81-85) - compiled by the Planning Office from 
historical registration files and current data in SIS. Please note that "N" refers to the number of 
students with SAT scores and not the number of entering freshmen. 
11 .  FRESHMAN ATTRITION RA TES (Pages 86-87) - compiled by the Planning Office from 
current data in SIS. The breakdowns of Commuter/Resident, and Arts & Science/Business/ 
Education/Nursing are based on each student's entering status and is kept at the same value. 
12. FRESHMAN DEGREES EARNED (Page 88) - compiled by the Planning Office from 
data on SIS. The current computer system began tracking all degrees for students in 1987, hence 
the earliest freshman class that can be tracked are the Fall 1983 entering Freshmen. Due to the 
change in computer systems in 1987, there are likely possibilities of slight data discrepancies for 
freshmen classes previous to 1987. These are the best possible figures that can be derived from 
the registration files. 
13. FALL 1992 APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS (Page 93) - compiled from data currently 
on SIS. The number of applications, acceptances, and enrolled students does not include non­ 
matriculated students. 
14. FALL 1992 FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE (Pages 94-106) - compiled from data 
currently in SIS. SAT scores and high school rankings are based on the number of students who 
have recorded scores and not the number of full-time freshmen enrolled. 
15. FALL 1992 UNDERGRADUATE CLASS (Pages 107-116) - compiled from data currently 
in SIS and following the definition of undergraduate student as described in Note #6. 
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16. FALL 1992 GRADUATE STUDENTS (Pages 117-122) - compiled from data currently in 
SIS and following the definition of graduate student as described in Note #6. 
17. FALL 1992 LAW SCHOOL STUDENTS (Page 123-124) - compiled from data currently 
in SIS and following the definition of law student as described in Note #6. 
18. FALL 1992 COURSE CREDIT HOUR ENROLLMENT (Page 125) - compiled from data 
currently in SIS. Course credit hours refers to the credit hours accumulated for each course 
offered through its specified college or school and at the course's specified level. "Regular" 
credits are offered at full-tuition, and "Disc" credits are offered at a reduced tuition rate. Project 
Acceleration courses are excluded from these totals. 
19. FALL 1992 STUDENT CREDIT HOUR ENROLLMENT (Page 125) - compiled from 
data currently in SIS. Student credit hours refer to the credit hours accumulated for each student 
at his specified level by either full-time or part-time status. FTE refers to the full time 
equivalence. FTE is based on 15 full-time credits for undergraduate students, 11  full-time credits 
for graduate students, and 14 full-time credits for law. 
20. DEGREES CONFERRED (Pages 126-134) - compiled from data currently on SIS. The 
following racial categories were used: White (Wh), Black (Bl), Hispanic or Puerto Rican (His), 
Asian or Pacific Islander (Asn), American Indian or Alaskan Native (AI), and Unknown (Unk). 
2 1 .  STATEMENT OF REVENUES VS EXPENSES (Pages 139-145) - compiled from audited 
University financial statements provided by the Budget Office. 
22. ALUMNI GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTIONS (Pages 149-151) - compiled from data 
currently in the University's Alumni/Development System (ADS). 
23. UNIVERSITY FUND RAISING (Pages 152-153) - compiled from University Affairs' 
report on Five Year History of University Fund Raising and Donor Participation, 
24. FACULTY RANK, TENURE AND SALARY DATA (Pages 157-159) - compiled from 
IPEDS reports filed annually each fall with the NJ Department of Higher Education using data 
currently on the University's Human Resources System (HRS). Faculty are reported at their 
contracted teaching salary. Instructional faculty on sabbatical leave are reported at their regular 
salaries even though they may be receiving a reduced annuity. Excluded from the report are all 
faculty priests. "Main Campus" comprises the Colleges/Schools of Arts & Science, Business, 
Education, Nursing and Theology. 
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25. FALL 1992 FULL-TIME FACULTY (Pages 160-162) - compiled from data currently on 
HRS. Faculty are reported at their contracted teaching salary. Instructional faculty on sabbatical 
leave are reported at their regular salaries even though they may be receiving a reduced annuity. 
Excluded from the report are all faculty priests. Faculty are reported as either being "Tenured", 
"Non-Tenured on Track" (in a position which leads to consideration for tenure) or "Other" (in a 
non-tenured earning position). 
26. FALL 1992 FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES (Pages 163-166) - extracted from EE0-6 Reports 
filed to the Federal Government. Every employee must be accounted for in one and only one of 
the occupational activities defined below. Anyone engaged in two or more activities is only 
reported at their principal activitiy. Priests are excluded from all reporting. Faculty on sabbatical 
leave are reported at their regular salaries even though they may be receiving a reduced annuity. 
Faculty were reported as either being "Tenured", "Non-Tenured on Track" (in a position which 
leads to consideration for tenure) or "Other" (in a non-tenure earning position). The occupational 
activities are defined as follows: 
a) Executive, Administrative, Managerial - persons whose primary reponsibilities are for 
the management of the institution or a department thereof. Assignments are directly 
related to management policies or general business operations of the institution. 
b)Faculty - persons whose primary repsonsibilities are for the purpose of conducting 
instruction. Not included in this category are teaching or research assistants. 
c) Support or Service - persons whose primary responsibilies are for the purpose of 
academic support, student service or institutional support and which require college 
graduation or equivalent experience. 
d) Clerical and Secretarial - persons whose primary responsibilities are typically associated 
with clerical activities or are of secreterial in nature. 
e) Technical or Paraprofessional - persons whose primary responsibilites require specialized 
knowledge or skills which are acquired through experience or offered at 2-year technical 
institutes, junior colleges or equivalent on-the-job training. 
f) Skilled Craft - persons whose primary responsibilities require special manual skills and a 
thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the process involved in the work, acquired 
through experience or apprenticeship. 
g) Service/Maintenance - persons whose primary responsibilities require limited degrees of 
aquired skills and knowledge and workers who perform duties which result in the 
comfort, convenience and hygiene of personnel and student body or which contribute to 
the upkeep and care of buildings, facilites or grounds. 
The following racial categories were used: White (Wh), Black (Bl), Hispanic (His), Asian or 
Pacific Islander (Asn), and American Indian or Alaskan Native (Al). 
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27. FALL 1992 PROGRAM INVENTORIES (Pages 171-186) - compiled from data provided 
in the 1992-93 Undergraduate Bulletin, the 1992-93 Graduate Bulletin, the 1991-1993 School of 
Theology Bulletin, and the 1990-1992 School of Graduate Medical Education Bulletin. All 
information was also given final approval by the appropriate dean's office. 
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